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MEETING OF THE LIVERPOOL CITY REGION 

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 
 

 
To: The Members of the Liverpool City Region 
 Transport Committee 
 
 
Dear Member, 
 
You are requested to attend a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Transport 
Committee to be held on Thursday, 7th July, 2022 at 2.00 pm in the Authority 
Chamber, No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool L3 1BP. 
 
The meeting will be live webcast. To access the webcast please go to the 
Combined Authority’s website at the time of the meeting and follow the 
instructions on the page. 

 
If you have any queries regarding this meeting, please contact Lisa Backstrom 
on telephone number (0151) 330 1079. 
 

Yours faithfully 

 
Chief Executive  

WEBCASTING NOTICE 
 
This meeting will be filmed by the Combined Authority for live and/or 
subsequent broadcast on the Combined Authority’s website. The whole of the 
meeting will be filmed, except where there are confidential or exempt items.  
 
If you do not wish to have your image captured or if you have any queries 
regarding the webcasting of the meeting please contact the Democratic 
Services Officer on the above number or email 
democratic.services@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk  
 
A Fair Processing Notice is available on the Combined Authority’s website at 
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/Fair-Processing-
Notice-CA-Meeting-Video-Recording.pdf 
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LCR TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 
 

At a meeting of the LCR Transport Committee held in the Authority Chamber - 
No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP on Thursday, 10th March, 2022 the following 
Members were 
 

P r e s e n t: 
 

Councillor Liam Robinson 
Chair of the Transport Committee 

(in the Chair) 
 
Councillors J Burke, C Cooke, J Donnelly, S Foulkes, G Friel, S Halsall, P Hayes,  
N Killen, A Lavelle (from 2.23pm), K McGlashan, N Nicholas, D O'Connor, J Pearson, 
G Philbin, T Rowe, G Stockton, A Wall and J Williams. 
 
Attending remotely: Councillors J Banks, A Jones and T Brough. 
 
CHAIR'S ANNOUNCEMENTS  
 
The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson, welcomed everyone to the meeting.  He 
advised the meeting about the usual housekeeping arrangements and made a 
number of announcements. 
  
Remote attendance 

 
Councillors Jeanette Banks, Allan Jones, and Tony Brough were participating in the 
meeting remotely. The Chair highlighted that Councillors who were taking part in the 
meeting remotely were doing so due to health reasons. Unfortunately, the 
Government had not changed the legislation and therefore, although they would be 
able to contribute to the discussions taking place in the meeting, they would not be 
able to vote.   
 
56. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
 An apology for absence was received on behalf of Councillor John Stockton. 
 
57. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
 There were no declarations of interest received. 
 
58. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING  
 
 The minutes of the meeting held on 13 January 2022 were agreed as a 
correct record.  
 
59. OPERATOR PRESENTATION - NORTHERN RAIL UPDATE  
 
 Chris Jackson, Regional Director for Northern Trains gave a presentation to 
the Committee. He confirmed that his remit included looking after train drivers, 
conductors, station colleagues and also the stakeholder relationship. It was a team of 
around 2,500 people.  
 
 He explained that Northern Trains Limited had come into existence on 1 
March 2020. The previous franchise was Arriva Rail North and that had been 
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removed by the Secretary of State. The ownership model was quite unusual as 
Northern Rail was 100% owned by Directly Operated Holdings Limited (DOHL) who 
were in turn 100% owned by the Department for Transport and therefore essentially 
Northern Trains were government controlled. He noted that there were two other train 
operating companies with a similar ownership model - London North-Eastern Railway 
and also South-Eastern. Northern Trains were widely regarded as being the most 
complicated train operator in the country. It was a big employer in the North with 
really well paid and stable jobs. There were over 7,000 people in the business and of 
course in the City Region Northern Trains were big employers as well. For example, 
there was a big train crew depot for drivers and conductors at Liverpool, Liverpool 
Lime Street station and outstations and the flagship maintenance depot at Allerton 
which maintained the electric fleet as well. He stressed the fact that only 30% of the 
Northern network was electrified.  
 
 Chris Jackson presented a graph which showed the number of drivers that 
had been off with Covid from the start of the pandemic until last week. It showed an 
extremely fluctuating picture, but the graph did not demonstrate that Northern Trains 
were still experiencing, both directly and indirectly, the impact of Covid on operations 
and in particular at the Liverpool Depot which was seeing higher than the national 
average and the company average in terms of absence. Significant numbers of long 
Covid cases and people waiting some considerable amount of time for operations 
were being seen and consequently that was having an impact on staff availability and 
the level of service which could be offered. In more recent weeks the national 
shortage of occupational health practitioners was also having an impact on 
colleagues returning to work.  
 
 The next slide set out the level of service that had been operating at different 
phases throughout the pandemic. The industry was used to two timetable changes 
per year, one in May and the other in December. But there had been a phenomenal 
amount of change over the last couple of years and he was proud of the relationships 
that had been built with union colleagues throughout that period which had allowed 
us to be that flexible. He confirmed that the timetable that was operating today would 
continue until May 2022. The timetable from May to December 2022 was currently 
being finalised and he would communicate that in due course.  
 
 The customer demand recovery was still way below pre-pandemic passenger 
journeys. Currently within Northern over the last couple of days around 74%, or three 
quarters, of the pre-pandemic journeys had taken place and that had created a big 
revenue black hole for Northern Trains and for the industry as a whole. Big shifts 
were also being seen in how passengers travelled and that was reflective of how 
society had changed. For example, the traditional really busy periods in the am and 
pm peak period were not being seen. Instead the busiest days now seemed to be on 
a Wednesday, which showed people were adapting to two or three days in the office, 
but also on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. That was creating a big challenge for 
the industry because all of the engineering works had traditionally taken place over 
the weekend and bank holidays weekends but that was the new time when people 
wanted to travel most and therefore it would be necessary to adapt to that and move 
forward in that regard.  
 
 He stated that Northern Trains were working really hard to win customers 
back with campaigns such as Sell a Million Seats at £1 for adults and 50p for children 
which had been well received, cheaper advanced purchase fares that were being 
offered particularly in and out of Liverpool to stimulate growth. Northern Trains had 
been working hard in the background around flexible tickets and also readying itself 
for smart tickets which was the way of the future. An extra £10m had been invested 
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in cleaning as customers had wanted reassurance that trains were clean. Northern 
Trains had also partnered with agencies such as Jobcentre Plus to offer discounted 
or free travel for those who were attending job interviews.  
 
 During the period of the pandemic a lot of work had been going on and Chris 
Jackson confirmed that all of the old „Pacer‟ trains had been retired. All of the 101 
brand new trains were in operation and he was pleased to see that Liverpool had 
received its fair share of that new traction. Also all of the legacy trains, trains that had 
been in operation for a number of years, had all been fully refurbished which included 
a universal toilet to assist with accessibility and improved customer information 
systems. Northern Trains was also 52% complete in its Digital Trains Programme to 
ensure that the legacy fleet was equipped with wi-fi and power sockets. Eight new bi-
mode trains had also been introduced which ran half on diesel and half on electric 
and was currently operating between Southport and Manchester Stalybridge and 
Alderley Edge. All of the bi-mode trains were maintained at Allerton.  
 
 Further customer improvements had been put in place. £2.5m had been 
invested in improving stations. A lot of work had also taken place in respect of the car 
parking offer and to make the stations more accessible, such as the introduction of a 
scooter permit scheme. There were now 157 Amazon lockers at Northern stations 
and upgraded CCTV had been installed at many stations.  
 
 In respect of partnership working he was particularly proud of the partnership 
with Merseytravel and felt that they had a good working relationship, but it was also 
challenging for the right reasons. A lot of projects had been delivered or were due to 
be delivered such as: 
 

 Prescot Station – new lifts, refurbished ticket office, new toilet facilities, enhanced 
lighting and signage, drop off area 

 Joint bids to DfT‟s Access for All Fund for April deadline – Earlestown, Hough 
Green, Edge Hill and Meols Cop 

 Upgrades to train interiors – moquette seat covers 

 Defibrillators approved for installation at St. Helens Central, Earlestown, Newton-
le-Willows, Hough Green, St Helens Junction, Garswood, Prescot, Rainhill, 
Eccleston Park, Roby, Huyton, Edge Hill 

 Station painting at Meols Cop and waiting room improvements at Garswood 

 Station 2D maps on Google Earth to help with accessibility 

 Body worn cameras for staff 

 Pigeon mitigation plans for Wavertree 

 Close working with community groups for station adoption 

 Partnership on Lea Green and Headbolt Lane developments 
 
 Chris Jackson highlighted some of the industry challenges and opportunities. 
The industry was facing unprecedented financial challenges. £16bn of additional 
funding from the Treasury had gone into the industry since the start of the pandemic 
but that would not be sustainable, and the industry would need to embark on some 
level of reform. The pandemic had shifted digitalisation significantly, 59% of all ticket 
purchases were now on mobile or digital. Less than 1 in 4 interactions happened at 
the ticket office so there had been a fundamental shift in how people were buying 
tickets. There was an opportunity here because ticketing was vastly complicated and 
there was a strong desire to achieve smart ticketing which would be included in the 
Business Plan. There was also a great opportunity as an industry and operator to sell 
the green credentials of travel, but it would be a challenge to do that as a large 
number of diesel trains in operation were 30-37 years old. At the back end of this 
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decade it would be necessary to make some big decisions around the fleet and 
rolling stock. As had been mentioned previously only 30% of network was electrified 
a decision would need to be made about electrification and alternative technologies 
like battery and others in order to hit the net zero target. He thought that diversity was 
a strong focus Northern Trains and also for Great British Railways and it would be 
necessary to ensure that people working in Northern Trains were more reflective of 
the communities it served. Northern Trains had started to make some great strides in 
that regard but there was more to do.  
 
 Chris Jackson also referred to the community rail network and he asked for 
support from the Committee on this issue. Community rail was a key part of the 
modern railway as it delivered so much for customers and community groups who 
volunteered but Merseyside had always had a low take up of community volunteers 
and whilst there were excellent examples of community links there was a great 
opportunity to do more as station adoption levels in Merseyside were much lower 
than anywhere else on the network. Northern Trains invested over £1m a year in 
community rail and it was a great opportunity to get involved in order to improve local 
stations.  
 
 In respect of the December 2022 timetable he stated that the May 2018 
timetable change had been a disaster for the industry and for the North-West in 
particular, but the industry had learnt from it and had come together with a proposal 
for December 2022 which was now publicly available for consultation on the website.  
He confirmed that he would be happy to come back to a future meeting to discuss 
what the 2022 timetable would look like in its final version. This was a golden 
opportunity to deliver a timetable that had good capacity, was reliable and resilient. 
He summarised that the industry did have a number of challenges and it needed to 
win customers back. There was a massive cost challenge but there were a lot of 
things ongoing that would deliver improvements for the customer, and he was excited 
about what the future would bring and the partnership working with the City Region in 
achieving that.  
  
 Councillor Ken McGlashan referred to the integration of buses, trains, 
timetables and ticketing. He asked whether Northern Trains could commit to bring 
that into fruition as he felt that integration needed to work seamlessly for everybody?  
 
 Chris Jackson responded that in terms of integrated transport, ticketing and 
timetables there was a commitment to work with the Combined Authority on that. 
One of the graphs in the presentation had set out just how much the timetable had 
changed and that made it difficult to plan for integration as the railway was much 
more complicated to plan around than it was from a bus perspective. He did however 
see a period of stability coming forward which would enable planning in a much more 
integrated fashion from a timetable point of view particularly from May and December 
2022. There was a team in Northern Trains who looked specifically at accessibility 
and integration, and he would make sure that they worked with the Combined 
Authority on that issue. Northern Trains were big advocates of smart ticketing as that 
was what customers wanted as they did not want to keep chopping and changing 
tickets between modes. The Business Plan which was currently awaiting sign off 
included strong plans around smart and integrated ticketing and how that could come 
to fruition. Northern Trains had got a firm seat at the table with the various ticketing 
steering groups that Liverpool City Region Combined Authority sat upon and 
therefore he was confident that the right people were talking but he would be happy 
to take on board any further ideas offline.  
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 Councillor Gordon Friel asked what plans were in place to protect revenue? 
He had concerns about the Government‟s Integrated Rail Plan and he asked what 
views Chris Jackson had around that and whether he had concerns in economic 
terms as to how he would operate in the future in respect of inflation prices for fuel 
and wages. 
 
 Chris Jackson responded that the ticketless travel rate was 8% last year and 
this year it was 6%. There was a small minority of people who did not want to pay for 
a ticket, but he was proud that the approach to ticketing and penalty fares was 
applied fairly and that had been judged in various correspondences that had taken 
place. Northern Trains did take it very seriously and there had been a campaign 
called “Buy before you Board” where the consequences of not having a valid ticket 
were publicised. More people had actually been prosecuted this year than in the 
corresponding period last year. Councillor Friel had mentioned the Integrated Rail 
Plan and Chris Jackson‟s personal view was that he had been a little bit disappointed 
that there had not been anything more significant on the rolling programme of 
electrification. There was so much more scope for electrification and the pathway to 
net zero but alternative fuels and alternative means of propulsion could be 
investigated. He had been surprised at how negatively the IRP had been received in 
the North and he felt that the North had benefited in terms of the high speed line from 
Warrington through to Marsden together with the trans-Pennine re-signalling and 
electrification which would have some significant benefits for Liverpool City Region. 
In terms of inflation and economic concerns ticket prices had gone up 3.8% recently. 
Northern Trains had actually frozen some of the ticket prices and the advanced 
purchase fares or Northern only fares would not be increased until June this year as 
it was felt to be the right thing to do. He stated that inflationary pressures would be 
felt across the whole of the sector and there was uncertainty around what would 
happen next year. He reiterated the fact that the industry was facing an 
unprecedented financial challenge and that was something that everyone was going 
to have to consider.  
 
 Councillor Jerry Williams noted that the pandemic had been awful on so many 
levels and he put on record his thanks to Chris Jackson and his team for providing 
the services for essential journeys to be made by key workers. As we were now 
beginning to emerge from the pandemic he asked what plans were proposed to put 
back all the services that were in place previously but due to resource issues had 
been curtailed over the last few years.  
 
 Chris Jackson thanked Councillor Williams for recognising the work that the 
teams had done. He was also very proud of the teams as they had been in 
consistently through the pandemic and had worked really hard to get key workers 
from A to B and equally he was really proud of how the timetables had been adjusted 
to meet the needs of key workers across the North. In terms of the question about 
when things would be put back he queried what “put back” actually meant. The 
market had fundamentally changed.  Traditionally the railway had been built around 
the am and pm peak but now the railway was much busier on a Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday and it was therefore necessary to make sure the railway industry was geared 
up to deliver what would be a new normal. One of the things set against the wider 
financial challenge was running around empty trains using an old timetable format as 
that did not make financial sense. Therefore, the timetables and service patterns of 
the future would need to be reflective of the changes in the market.  
 
 Councillor Nina Killen asked about fully staffed stations as this was something 
that the Authority felt was important to help people with their tickets and information 
but also to help them feel safe on the network. She asked how Northern Trains would 
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be working with the Combined Authority to maintain those fully staffed stations in the 
City Region. She also noted that there were quite a lot of gender neutral facilities 
across our network which was fine. However, in larger stations a lot of communal 
areas could be seen with a row of cubicles and communal sinks. Many women said 
how important those spaces were to them as it made them feel safer to be in a 
women-only space and it provided privacy particularly when there might not be a lot 
of other people around. Sometimes women would self-exclude from public spaces if 
those facilities were not there so there was some concern that they might be 
disappearing and being replaced with gender neutral facilities. She asked if Chris 
Jackson could clarify whether Northern had a policy around that.  
 
 Chris Jackson said that the vital role that colleagues played at stations was 
recognised but more importantly to look at what role they would play in the future. 
Ticket offices were only interacting with less than one in four journeys now and 
therefore he felt that there was an opportunity to do things differently. It was 
necessary to move with the times so a ticket office which sold six tickets per shift 
would not be sensible. There were some other options that could potentially be done 
in a space like that and that was why Northern Trains looked forward to working with 
the Combined Authority as to what the retail model would look like in the future and 
more importantly how the customer experience could be improved. In respect of the 
latter point around gender neutral and female only spaces he was not sure whether 
there was a Northern policy on that but he would take that question away and provide 
feedback to Councillor Killen. He referred to Lea Green which was a joint 
specification and therefore there were opportunities to influence layouts at locations 
such as that.  
 
 Councillor Sean Halsall stated that Southport was a very important part of the 
region and he asked if Chris Jackson could provide an update on the plans to try and 
retain some of the services into Oxford Road. He also asked whether he would be 
prepared to work together on longer term initiatives such as reducing the journey 
time between Southport and Manchester to under an hour. Also how had he worked 
with the TSSA, RMT and ASLEF throughout the pandemic, what lessons had been 
learnt and how were you going to ensure that those trade union voices would be 
heard going forward in the future.  
 
 Chris Jackson responded that he was proud from a Southport perspective as 
throughout the pandemic two trains per hour had been retained. He recognised that 
there had been some contention about South Manchester connectivity from 
Southport from December 2022 and Northern Trains were actively engaged with 
some of the local user groups in relation to that. However, it was necessary to 
manage expectations in terms of going beyond Oxford Road for the Southport 
services in December 2022 as it was just not feasible and it would go against all the 
principles of what we had been trying to do to fix the congestion problems on the 
Castlefield corridor. Therefore, from December 2022 the Southport service to South 
Manchester would terminate at Manchester Oxford Road. It would still be possible to 
get another service that would go through Manchester Victoria down towards 
Stalybridge. Considerable feedback had been received from stakeholders on that 
point and that was something that would need to be looked at when considering what 
to do with Castlefield and whether there was any future infrastructure investment on 
that corridor. In respect of working with the trade unions he felt that Northern Trains 
had very strong working relationships with those trade unions. There might not 
always be agreement on everything but that was what made a healthy working 
environment and he was really proud of just how much change had been delivered in 
a short space of time which had required everyone to come to the table. There had 
been no issues as everyone had collectively realised that it was the right thing to do 
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in order to get key workers from A to B. The relationships were strong and there 
would always be contentions, but he was really proud of how those relationships had 
worked in the past and how they would continue going forward.  
 
 Councillor Ged Philbin noted that it had been mentioned about the low uptake 
of community groups getting involved. He referred to the redundant stations along 
the LTR and asked whether there were any plans for either commercial or community 
group use of those stations.  
 
 Chris Jackson agreed that there were some great buildings and he believed 
that Earlestown was one of the oldest waiting rooms in the world. There had been 
some initial interest pre-pandemic. Northern Trains wanted people to take over those 
redundant station buildings and offered incentives like favourable rates. It was also 
possible to bid for heritage grants to refurbish locations such as that. He stated that if 
anyone had any ideas or knew anyone who might be interested then please feel free 
to get in touch.   
 
 Councillor Tommy Rowe stated that this was the first year that Northern 
Trains had put on a Boxing Day service to complement the Merseyrail services on 
Boxing Day in the region. He asked if Chris Jackson could provide an update on how 
that went and the plans for the future for any further Boxing Day arrangements.  
 
 Chris Jackson replied that the service in question had been the St. Helens 
Central - all stations essentially to Liverpool Lime Street - and it had been the only 
service within Northern that had operated on that day. He was aware that it had been 
a strong aspiration of Councillor Robinson and others for that to happen and he was 
proud to say that it had been delivered with 100% performance on the day. He had 
some figures available, but he cautioned that this was purely railway costs and did 
not take into consideration the wider societal benefits which would need to be 
factored in should we look at doing that again in the future. So in essence we had got 
£3k in revenue but it cost £43k to operate on the day. We need to understand the 
future socio-economic benefits soon as we would have to make a decision soon as to 
whether to operate on Boxing Day this year. He also recognised the fact that the 
football was not on that day which would have suppressed some of the patronage.  
 
 Councillor Nathalie Nicholas noted that it had been mentioned that Northern 
Trains was a stable employer with 7,000 staff and she asked if there was a figure in 
terms of the gender balance, equality balance and the diverse population. It was 
mentioned that Northern Trains had been making strides to improve the diversity and 
she asked what those strides had been. She also referred to younger people as they 
were the future generation and if we got them to commute by train that would be 
great. That was a priority and she asked if there were any plans to give young people 
reduced tickets so that more young people would be encouraged to use the trains.  
 
 Chris Jackson said that Northern Trains were under-represented from a 
gender and diversity point of view but were working tirelessly and strongly with 
investors in diversity to get the appropriate accreditation and there was a dedicated 
person in the team who was working hard on making the jobs seem more attractive 
people to people who would not normally work on the railway. He said that targets 
were quite rightly very stringent and he would be more than happy to provide more 
detail offline. In respect of the question around young people and affordability and he 
had mentioned that fares had increased by 3.8%. The average fare was hovering 
around the £3.60 mark which was in the lower quartile when compared with other 
operators. We were doing a lot to incentivise people such as duo tickets and also 
some great value fares.  
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 Councillor Jeanette Banks asked if there were any plans to recognise the 
history of our network. 
 
  Chris Jackson agreed that there was so much history in this part of the world 
and he recalled a session Councillor Robinson and he had attended around railway 
heritage and how to bring that more to the fore in the city region. His understanding 
was that a plaque was ready for Earlestown to recognise the history of that location 
with the local community group and he would be more than happy to share details of 
that with Councillor Banks particularly if that was in her constituency. Chris Jackson 
thought that she was right and recognised that there was more to do in that space 
advising that Northern invested heavily in community rail and had close connections 
with railway heritage organisations. If there was anything that she felt was particularly 
missing, he encouraged Councillor Banks to get in touch.  
 
 Councillor Chris Cooke said that there had been talk about making stations 
more attractive and getting community groups to enhance the appearance. He felt 
that there could be better signposting and perhaps Council‟s should be reminded 
about ensuring that there was adequate signposting.  
 
 Chris Jackson stated that all publicity was good publicity and in terms of 
wayfinding he would link that back to one of the slides and the Great British Railway 
logo. People would be able to associate with it and it would be the logo used going 
forward. It also came back to the integrated transport question whereby there was a 
collective responsibility to signpost people towards public transport in general.  
 
 Councillor Liam Robinson thanked Chris Jackson for the presentation and 
some of the useful and positive things arising from it. For example, all the hard work 
which had taken place during the pandemic in improving the wi-fi system. It was also 
good to hear that additional investment was being put into cleaning. He felt that 
coming out of the pandemic it was important that people understood that public 
transport was a clean, healthy and safe place to be because some of the public 
messaging throughout the pandemic had pushed people into cars and it was 
necessary to reverse that.  
 
 The Chair also stated that the offer to work with the Combined Authority and 
other Councils and Community Rail Partnerships was something he would be keen to 
take up going forward. Also the offer to work with the City Region around diversity 
was something that we would also like to take up and pursue. The City Region was 
very proud of its diversity, and it wanted to ensure that all of its communities could 
succeed in careers like the railway. As had been mentioned railway jobs were skilled, 
stable and well paid and those jobs should be available for everyone in the 
community.  
 
 Finally, the Chair, thanked Chris Jackson for the Boxing Day service which 
had been provided and he would like to continue to work with Northern Trains on 
that. Equally he understood how travel patterns had changed because of the 
pandemic and that it had provided lots of opportunities but at the same time he would 
not like to lose some of the connections we had had previously. He would therefore 
like to keep working closely with Northern Trains on making sure that the right 
resource was used to facilitate further connectivity.  
 
 In respect of Railway Industry funding some of the strongest recovery in 
railway patronage was in the North and indeed in this City Region. It was therefore 
concerning when the Treasury suggested the railway industry needed to cut its 
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funding across the board and he felt that this should not be happening across the 
North of England. Additional funding would be required to build back out of the 
pandemic economically but just as importantly it was also needed to address the 
climate emergency. Therefore, it would be necessary to focus on supporting the 
existing railway system whilst at the same time expanding. The Combined Authority 
would certainly be on the front foot in fighting any proposed cuts in funding from the 
government.  
 
 The Committee showed their appreciation for the presentation from Chris 
Jackson of Northern Trains.  
  
60. DEVELOPING THE NEXT LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN FOR THE 

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION - UPDATE AND NEXT STEPS  
 
 Huw Jenkins, Lead Officer – Transport Policy, presented a report which 
provided a follow-up to Members on the development of the fourth Local Transport 
Plan (LTP). This would provide a strategic transport framework to extend to 2040. 
The report updated Members on the work to date in developing the “Vision and 
Goals”, discussed and endorsed by Members at their meeting of November 2021, 
and on the next steps. 
 
 The main aim of the report was to update the first report brought to this 
Committee in November 2021 with a draft vision and goals to drive the next LTP. It 
would replace the two existing plans for the City Region. Back in November he had 
reported on how we would be starting with a quite structured process, looking at what 
transport needed to do, what the policy context required us to do, what wider City 
Region policies required us to do and from that would develop transport policies, a 
transport strategy, a funding programme and actual schemes would fall out of that 
process. The starting point was therefore to gain an understanding of what transport 
needed to do to support the City Region.  
 
 The draft vision contained five draft goals and they had been pretty well 
received following informal endorsement by the Committee last November and 
discussions had been taking place with a range of bodies around those goals and 
there had been broad acceptance that they were meaningful and delivered the right 
sort of priorities across the board. There had been a number of changes made to the 
draft document and to the goals themselves and they had been summarised in 
paragraph 3.2 of the report. It showed how the draft vision had evolved since 
November. For example, the document in Appendix 1 now reflected the Integrated 
Rail Plan and the Decarbonisation Strategy. The City Region had adopted its own 
Net Zero Carbon Plan very recently and the role of transport in decarbonising was 
critical throughout this. In respect of transport trains were responsible for some 34% 
of carbon emissions as a City Region, whereas private cars typically provided around 
67% of carbon emissions so there was clearly a lot of work to be done.  
 
 He felt that there was now a finalised set of visions and goals which had been 
set out in section 3.5 of the report which effectively set forward the vision for the 
delivery of a clean, safe, resilient and acceptable London style transport system that 
supported our various needs as a City Region and then five supporting goals as 
follows:  
 

 GOAL 1 - Ensure that transport supports recovery, sustainable growth and 
development, and that our Transport Plan, Plan for Prosperity, Climate Action 
Plan and Spatial Development Strategy are fully aligned 
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 GOAL 2 - Achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2040 or sooner whilst 
safeguarding and enhancing our environment 

 GOAL 3 - Improving the health and quality of life of our people and communities 
through the right transport solutions, including safer, more attractive streets and 
places used by zero emission transport 

 GOAL 4 - Ensuring that our transport network and assets are resilient, responsive 
to the effects of climate change, and are well maintained 

 GOAL 5 - Ensuring that we respond to uncertainty and change but also 
innovation and new technologies 

 
 The draft vision document was very much the starting point in setting out the 
future of transport. The diagram in section 4.1 showed the direction of travel required, 
advising that we were currently at Stage 1 in respect of understanding the challenges 
and developing the vision for transport. The next stage would be to go into some 
structured consultation with stakeholders and groups and he stressed the fact that it 
was not proposed to go back to ask some of the questions which had previously 
been asked. He stated that there was already a strong evidence base across the City 
Region based on people‟s views following the Vision for Bus and the consultation 
around the Walking and Cycling Plans and therefore there were some clear views as 
to what people wanted. It was known that people wanted safe, segregated cycle 
routes and people were concerned about the cost of travel, cleanliness and poor 
punctuality. Having already got a clear understanding of what people wanted it would 
then be necessary to get under the skin of what a „London style‟ network might look 
like. It would be necessary to understand people‟s concerns and very often the 
perceptions which could be damaging when delivering this vision for transport and 
decarbonisation.  
 
 Stage 2 would be to understand what the future might mean in transport 
terms e.g. some of the more technical work to understand what economic growth and 
different ways of working meant for transport. For example, how far did the vision for 
transport take us on that decarbonisation journey and how close to net zero 2040 
would it get us. It would be necessary to test some of that in detail in order that a 
preferred transport strategy could be developed which he was hoping to bring back in 
the Autumn and which would then form a fundamental building block in the transport 
plan. The aim was to seek adoption of the plan in Spring 2023 and also to undertake 
an integrated assessment of the plan looking at the equality implications, 
environmental implications and social value implications.  
 
 He reiterated that the document was a starting point in the plan and was not 
the full strategy and therefore there were aspects that still needed to be updated and 
there were events beyond our control which would always have an impact. But in 
conclusion the next stage would be to go out to consultation to start to develop the 
options around different scenarios and what that meant in transport terms following 
which he would bring a report back to the Committee around the preferred strategy.  
 
 Councillor Gordon Friel felt that this was a very good draft document to start 
off with. He referred to page 39 of the agenda which mentioned putting rail freight on 
the front foot. He had concerns that with the current lack of investment in rail freight 
he could not see any further investment coming forward. It was therefore going to be 
really difficult to move forward within the next 50 years in respect of rail freight 
especially given the constraints of gauge clearance etc and he hoped that further 
reports would be brought back to the Committee on progress with rail freight.  
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 The presentation from Chris Jackson had been very good particularly around 
the uncertainties of costs relating to transport and he felt that it was a bit optimistic in 
relation to the advantages and opportunities. He questioned was the opportunity in 
the changing patterns with our local transport plan and that we were trying to plan 
against an unprecedented backdrop of financial unknowns such as what the cost of 
fuel would be next year, what the rate of inflation would be next year. It could be said 
that this would drive people away from utilising public transport but equally the high 
cost and inability to purchase motor vehicles might well drive them onto public 
transport. There was a great deal of uncertainty around all that and that was why this 
was a really good document. 
 
 Huw Jenkins responded that he was glad that the freight angle had come out 
as this was an important and significant part of transport and was an important part of 
the City Region‟s role. It was integral to the Freeport, but he was also aware that 
freight adversely affected people‟s quality of life as it emitted harmful pollution and it 
was a major cause of carbon. It would therefore be necessary to collectively 
decarbonise freight just as it was necessary to decarbonise transport. The challenge 
around that should not be under-estimated as there was an important role for rail in 
taking more freight, but it would not be the only answer.  
 
 There were problems with capacity on the rail network and it was an even 
greater problem for freight than it was for passenger rail, but it would be necessary to 
look at new solutions and hopefully this was what would be coming through the next 
stages of the transport plan. There was a need to start testing the role of hydrogen, 
the future in terms of electric cabs, electric tractor units, consolidation centres, and 
other ways of moving last mile freight. This was a particular issue with the number of 
white vans on the network with all of the online deliveries which had been a 
consequence of the pandemic. There was scope for consolidating some of those 
movements onto bikes for example. He summarised that there were a lot of 
uncertainties but there was an urgency around decarbonising from a freight point of 
view as well as across the whole transport sector. That would form part of the testing 
of the strategy.  
 
 Councillor Nathalie Nicholas commented that this was a really good draft 
document and she felt that the five goals were ambitious. Goal 3 was really important 
because in terms of health, wellbeing and quality of life if we did not have a healthy 
population they would not be on the network or be able to use the trains. This was a 
really important aspect and she was pleased to see that it had been included in the 
document. It was about changing people‟s behaviour and she looked forward to this 
coming back to Committee. 
 
 Councillor Nina Killen said that it was good to see that accessibility was a 
theme throughout the document. Disabled people faced bigger barriers than any 
group when it came to transport and they were often the most challenged financially 
due to difficulties in accessing well paid work as a result of challenges in getting 
around. She referred to Motability‟s recent report „Understanding the transport 
accessibility gap‟ which stated that even before Covid, one in three disabled people 
said they just did not make some journeys due to problems with transport and one in 
five disabled people were unable to travel due to the lack of appropriate transport 
options. 40% of disabled people often experienced issues or difficulties when 
travelling by train in the UK and disabled people reported two to three times more 
difficulties than non-disabled people when travelling. She therefore was glad to see 
this had been included as a theme as it should continue to be at the forefront of what 
the authority did. It would also be important to hear the voices of disabled people 
through engaging with disabled people as part of the consultation process. 
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 Huw Jenkins agreed with the comments made. It was a question which had 
been raised a number of times as part of the informal consultation. If the transport 
network was not accessible and usable by all the goals would not be delivered and 
neither would a network that supported economic growth. The network had to be 
attractive to people from 8-80 years of age and for every user. The points around 
health had also been very well made. Poor health was a factor which led to 
worklessness across the City Region and was a big factor as to why people who 
could work did not work due to poor health. There were so many compelling reasons 
in transport in economic and social terms as to why it was important to improve 
health and prevent people getting ill through transport emissions and transport 
consequences.  
 
 The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson agreed that this was a really good piece 
of work and was part of the journey before the final Local Transport Plan was ratified 
early in the new year. From his perspective the most important thing was how the 
public would be involved in this process. This organisation was full of brilliant ideas 
but actually it was important to ensure that all of the travelling public were included in 
the process to get their thoughts, perspectives and views and ideas of things we 
should or should not be doing over the next 15 years and beyond. 
 
 Huw Jenkins stated that there was a draft brief that he would be happy to 
share separately that set out the process to be followed. It was recognised that it 
would be necessary to reach out and engage with different groups who had 
experienced different challenges over the years, for example, care leavers, younger 
people, people who drove and people who did not drive. Colleagues in the Research 
Team were currently pulling this together at the moment which would involve 
structured interviews, telephone interviews, face to face interviews, focus groups and 
drawing in different people from those underrepresented groups in the same way 
which had been done previously with the Spatial Development Plan. It would be 
essential to engage as widely as possible but in a targeted way and he would be 
happy to share those details separately.  
 
RESOLVED - That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
61. LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY SOCIAL VALUE 

POLICY AND FRAMEWORK  
 
 Louise Outram, Deputy Chief Legal Officer and Deputy Monitoring Officer, 
updated the Chair and Members of the Transport Committee on the progress to 
develop a Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Social Value Policy and 
framework to support its implementation. The Social Value Policy and Framework 
had been approved at the Combined Authority‟s meeting on 4th March 2022. 
 
 Transport Committee Members had been involved in social value 
considerations for some time now and had been urging the organisation to state its 
policy. The policy had been developed in synergy with the Corporate Plan and 
around Fairer, Greener and Stronger communities and the organisation generally. It 
was designed to align with the organisation‟s plan and there were some specific 
transport considerations highlighted at paragraph 4.4 of the report. As could be seen 
from paragraph 4.6 there were areas for future development and paragraph 6 talked 
about identifying further developments in the future.  
 
 Councillor Ged Philbin stated that social value related to a whole host of 
things and not just transport. It was also related to things like planning. Organisations 
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seemed to go for large developments in order to cram as many houses on a site as 
possible with space that was not really suitable for modern day transport. Local 
transport tended to have a bit of a snob value and it would be necessary to start to 
change that by making sure developers made accommodation for transport links. 
That was the connection between the transport and social values that it would be 
necessary to take on board.  
 
 Councillor Gordon Friel thought that this was an excellent report to include 
within the area of transport. It was a very complex subject, and he knew there had 
been a push on completing equality impact assessments and that had now been 
embedded within the organisation and he felt that this was something he would also 
like to see taken forward in that manner. He felt that it linked to the Metro Mayor‟s 
2021 Manifesto that no-one should be left behind in this City Region. He referred to 
the question that had been asked earlier by Councillor Rowe in relation to the costs 
for the Boxing Day rail service, but he highlighted the fact that the social value or 
health value of a service was seldom considered.  
 
 Councillor Liam Robinson noted that this was a Combined Authority policy of 
which transport was a subset. He thought that this was a journey and not an end 
destination. The whole principle of social value had been maximised in our impact as 
an organisation to deliver the maximum good for the public and the area that it 
served. A lot of the things that had been highlighted at this stage it would be 
necessary to get on and do but other things quite rightly would then come forward 
which would need to be included in that journey going forward. He felt that one of the 
key areas was how the Fair Employment Charter would be rolled out across the 
transport network locally as that was one of the most important ways that value could 
be maximised to the thousands of people that worked in the transport industry locally. 
There was also a huge opportunity around procurement and how the value of the 
taxpayer spend that the authority was responsible for could be maximised for the 
local economy so that it found its way back in the pockets of local people. He 
suggested that perhaps on an annual basis the transport related elements of this 
should come back to Committee to monitor progress and to consider future 
requirements across the network.  
 
 RESOLVED - That: 
 

(i) the draft Liverpool City Region Social Value Policy and Framework in 
Appendix 1 of this document, be noted; and 

 
(ii) the exploration of the transport specific implications of the Social Value 

Framework at the meeting, be noted. 
 

62. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REPORT  
 
 Sarah Johnston, Assistant Director Finance, presented a report which 
provided the Members of the Transport Committee with details of Merseytravel‟s 
financial performance for the period April 2021 through to 31 January 2022. The 
report also provided projections for the outturn position to the end of the financial 
year.  
 
 The budget setting for 2021/22 had probably been one of the most 
challenging years due to Covid and it had been set against the backdrop of 
considerable uncertainty and Members would recall as part of the budget setting 
report that this risk had been flagged in the report. It could be seen that the budget 
had been fairly prudent, and it was projected that at the end of the year there would 
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be a small outturn. That had been in part to do with being slightly overly prudent in 
certain areas around income.  
 
 Table 1 provided a breakdown of expenditure at service level and there was a 
more granular breakdown of that included at Appendix 1. The impact of the projected 
outturn position was that the use of Merseytravel reserves would be lower than 
projected and that was also the same for the application of reserves coming through 
from the Combined Authority which was due to the fact that rolling stock and tunnels 
would spend slightly less than anticipated.  
 
 There was a similar position in respect of capital which again had been set 
against a very challenging backdrop. It was noted in Table 2 that it was projected that 
around 85% of the capital budget for the year would be spent which was positive 
news given the position we had been in. Again more detailed information had been 
included in Appendix 2. 
 
 Taking account of the projected revenue and capital position that meant that 
less Merseytravel reserves had been used and therefore there was more there at 
projected year end. There had been a significant amount of risk included within the 
budget but moving towards the end of the year some of that had started to diminish 
as there had been more certainty around the outturn position. She highlighted the 
fact that notwithstanding that there was still a significant level of financial risk that the 
organisation would face going forward and that had been outlined in respect of the 
budget for the next financial year at paragraph 3.8.  
 
 Councillor Steve Foulkes stated that the report was clear and transparent and 
different in some respects as it had tried to move beyond the date that it had been 
set. Paragraph 3.8 indicated the trends of where the risks were. He asked if there 
was any further information in respect of the Beatles Story. He suggested that 
financial reports should come further up the agenda so all your decision making was 
set as you went through the agenda based on the current financial situation. 
Financial matters tended to come at the end of the agenda in Wirral and also in the 
Combined Authority but if the budget situation was clear at the start of the agenda 
then any following aspirations would fall in line further down the agenda. This might 
be something which could be taken forward in the new year.  
 
 Councillor Foulkes felt that this was a good report and we had planned very 
much for the worse situation which had not happened and therefore the position was 
better than had been anticipated but we still faced a tough challenge. He referred to 
the fact that Wirral had faced a very significant budget deficit which required lots of 
difficult decisions to be made. He had recently sat in a meeting with two mainstream 
parties who had refused to set a legal budget. They had actually voted not to set a 
budget in tough financial times and if a budget was not set then jobs would not be 
safe. Councillor Liam Robinson added that Wirral was not the only authority who had 
not set a budget.  
 
 Gary Evans, Assistant Director for Customer Delivery responded that in terms 
of the Beatles Story, the trends were positive but figures were certainly nowhere near 
pre-pandemic levels. The challenge around the Beatles Story was that it relied upon 
overseas visitors and for the past two years travel restrictions had been in place and 
confidence had been lost. There had been an increase in local or UK visitor numbers 
but that had not translated into the total which would usually have been seen from 
overseas. Visitor numbers had been around 50% and over the February half term 
period that had reached up to 80%. Bookings were slightly up but not to the levels 
seen pre-pandemic but definitely a positive trend. The same applied to Mersey 
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Ferries in some ways. This year would see a return to some of the cruises - 
Manchester Ship Canal and Liverpool Bay cruises which had been suspended over 
the last two years. Occupancy levels on the Manchester Ship Canal cruise was 80% 
plus and Liverpool Bay cruises was already 60% plus and this was very early in the 
season which was unprecedented. In respect of bus and rail the trend was up but the 
demand was different so it was about learning what that new demand and trend was 
like before the financial issues we faced could be understood. There were challenges 
and the report had highlighted those but there was nothing that was a concern.  
 
 The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson thanked Sarah Johnson and her team 
for the report as it covered a lot of what had been very detailed and tough work over 
the last 12 months of the pandemic. The report was very user friendly as it was 
straight forward for any member of the public to pick up and it gave a true snapshot 
which was vital for the authority and the public that it served. The report set out the 
future success of the organisation, and the fact that its budget was inextricably linked 
to the success of the public transport network and in that respect it would be 
necessary to ensure that the focus was on the recovery post Covid of how the public 
transport network would be prioritised as the first choice for people to get around the 
region. Obviously the brand new trains which would be introduced later in the year 
would be a key part of that. All the bus reforms that the Combined Authority and the 
Mayor had been championing were also a key part of that as well. But it was only 
possible to do those things if the right budget settlement from Government was 
received because the budget had to set the tone for what it was possible to achieve. 
It was therefore vital that there were no funding reductions for the rail network and 
actually in the BSIP submission made to government the authority had been asked to 
put in place a very ambitious bid to government. An indication of what that settlement 
would be was still awaited which would need to be delivered upon as soon as 
possible to make sure that public transport in the long term would be the first choice 
for local people to get around. That was the most important part of the long term 
financial success as a region.  
 
 RESOLVED - That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
63. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME  
 
Question received from Mr James Owen: 
 
“As the new transport policy is rolled out. Will Halton resident pensioners at last get 
equal rights on travelling on the buses and trains in line with the other five boroughs.” 
 
 The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson thanked Mr Owen for his question and 
advised that as he could not attend the meeting today a formal written response 
would be provided to him within 10 working days following the meeting.  
 
 The Chair added that he assumed Mr Owen was primarily talking about 
concessionary travel and the differences that existed between Halton and the five 
previous Merseyside districts. It was important to say that had been down to historic 
arrangements which had led to some of the financial differences between Halton and 
the five former Merseyside boroughs. It was important to state that it would not be 
straightforward to open up and whilst there had been ongoing work to look at ways in 
which the transport network could be consolidated across the City Region including 
looking at what could be done around concessionary travel, obviously there was still 
more work to do for Halton and for the other five boroughs to be able to take a longer 
term decision.  
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 So there was no definitive answer other than the fact that we were continuing 
to look at it because it was important for everyone living across the City Region. Mr 
Owen would of course receive a formal written response within 10 working days.  
 
64. PETITIONS AND STATEMENTS  
 
 The following statement was submitted by the Association of Community 
Organisations for Reform Now (ACORN):  
 
“Liverpool City Region: Franchise the Bus Network 
Bring buses under public control NOW! 
 
The privatisation of the bus network has been disastrous for the people of our city. 
Prices are too high and the ticketing system too complicated with multiple operators 
requiring different tickets. There are unacceptable gaps in the network and no night 
bus service.  
 
The result is people experiencing huge difficulty just to get to hospital, to work or to 
see friends or family. We see how this disproportionately impacts disabled people, 
people in poverty and/or in insecure work.  
 
We, the undersigned demand the public franchising of the bus network in Liverpool, 
and: 
 
I. Affordable fares that work for all 

Fares should be no higher than those in London. We need lower daily spending 
limits, cheaper day-tickets and a London-style “hopper fare”. If it‟s good enough 
fo London, it‟s good enough for Liverpool.   

 
II. Routes that work for the people of Merseyside 

We need a bus service with routes that work for people, not for profit. Focus 
should be on serving the people of the city, not just the most profitable routes. 
New routes connecting the north and south of the city to each other and to the 
city centre.  
 

III. A bus network that is accountable to the people of Merseyside 
As part of the public consultation process, ACORN Liverpool wants to see 
options for new forms of public accountability, to give bus users and workers 
the power to hold the services accountable. These options should include a 
citizen‟s assembly for transport.  
 

IV. The return and expansion of night buses across the region  
A publicly franchised bus network should provide a cheap, safe option for 
hospitality and healthcare workers to be able to get home after a shift without 
spending an hour‟s wages on a taxi. It should also provide safe routes home for 
those enjoying a night out in our wonderful city of culture. This means the 
return of the 86N night bus, plus the extension of multiple routes across the city 
and region.  

 
We, the undersigned demand the public franchising of the bus network in Liverpool. “ 
 
 The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson, confirmed that a detailed formal 
response would be given to ACORN within the next ten days and that would 
obviously point them to the detailed report which had been presented to the 
Combined Authority the previous week at which the Mayor and the Combined 
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Authority agreed to proceeding with bus franchising. He added that he very much 
appreciated the campaigning that groups such as ACORN were doing. It was 
important that when you looked at the number of people who had signed this petition 
it showed that there were a lot of people who were passionate about this issue. He 
also made the point that a number of the elements within the petition were things that 
bus franchising would allow us to be able to do, for example, the way that routes 
were planned, the way that the network would be accountable and the way that night 
buses could be reintroduced across the region. The decision of the Combined 
Authority was not the final decision because of the way that the legisalation of the 
Bus Services Act 2017 worked. There were still a few more months of statutory 
processes to go through such as audits and consultation before a final decision could 
be taken but obviously the City Region had indicated that bus franchising was its 
preferrd model so he looked forward to working with ACORN and any other 
organisation that exxpressed an interest in this matter in the future.  
 
 Councillor Steve Foulkes felt that the petition was in line with what the 
Authority was trying to achieve but some would be more achievable than others but 
he did not think the position in terms of being able to consult on the franchising option 
should go without some sort of comment and personally he moved from the floor a 
vote of thanks to the Chair for the leadership of this organisation and also to Officers 
who had done a tremendous amount of work in building that evidence up and 
presenting it in an impartial fashion and to develop the business case to be able to 
answer this petition. He moved a vote of thanks to the Chair, Officers and all 
Members of the Transport Committee who had seen this programme to the beginning 
of the end.  
 
 Councillor Ken McGlashan said that this was the goal the Authority had been 
reaching for the last 20 odd years since deregulation. If it could get the sort of 
subsidy that London received then it would be able to do it. We had been working 
tirelessly over many years to get to this goal.  
 
 Councillor Robinson said that that was a fair point because obviously to 
provide London level fares a London level subsidy would be required and that was 
why we would keep on making that demand because we had put in a very ambitious 
submission and we needed that to be listened to by Government to make sure we 
could achieve as good a quality service as London received. It had never been right 
that different parts of the country did not get that. He appreciated the vote of thanks 
as it was a huge team effort. He had read the business case in detail and it was a 
really good piece of work and was testament to all the work that had been done and 
therefore it was right to recognise all of those people involved. There was still a lot 
more hard work that would be required over the next few months but as long as the 
focus was on the priority of always delivering the very best for the 1.6m people who 
called this region home, he was sure the right outcome would be achieved for the 
transport network.  
 
 
65. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR  
 
 There were no urgent items of business.  
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Minutes 56 to 65 received as a correct record on the 7 day of July 2022. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chair of the Transport Committee 
 

(The meeting closed at 3.42 pm) 
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Report Title 

 
Committee Membership 2022/23  
 

Portfolio Holder 
 

Councillor Liam Robinson, Portfolio Holder for 
Transport and Air Quality 
 

Summary of decision being sought  The report details the Committee Membership 
for 22/23 and seeks nominations if appropriate 
to Lead Member roles on the Committee. 
 

Is this report exempt? N 
 

Is this a Key Decision 
 

N/A   
 

Is the report urgent 
 

No 
 

Is this decision to be exempt from 
call in 
 

N/A 
 

Local Authorities affected  
 

All 

 
Impact and implications of this report 
 

 

Financial impact 
 

No 

Delegation (s) sought  
 

Not applicable 
 

Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 
Tick as appropriate  

A Fairer City Region  
√  

A Stronger City Region  √  

A Cleaner City Region  √  

A Connected City Region  √  

A Vibrant City Region 
 

√  

Climate Change Implications 
 

No 

Equality and Diversity implications 
 

No 

Social Value implications  
 

No  
 

Human Resources implications 
 

No 

Physical Assets implications 
 

No  

Information Technology implications No 
 

Legal implications 
 

No  

Risk and Mitigation No 
 

Privacy implications 
 

No  
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Communication and consultation 
implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 4.1 

Contact Officer(s) Lisa Backstrom, Senior Democratic Services 
Officer 
lisa.backstrom@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk 
07833 047153 
 

Appendices No  
 

Background Documents No   
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 

Transport Committee 
 

7 July 2022 
 

REPORT OF THE MONITORING OFFICER 
 

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 2022/23 
 
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1. To advise Members of the Transport Committee of the Membership as appointed by 

the Constituent Local Authorities which were approved by the Combined Authority 
at its Annual Meeting held on 10 June 2022 and the Monitoring Officer after the 
meeting as provided for by the Constitution. 

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Transport Committee: 
 

(a) notes the membership of the Transport Committee for 2022/23; 
 
(b) welcomes the following Councillors appointed to the Committee:- 
 

Local Authority Members  

Halton MBC  Councillor Alan Lowe (Labour) 
Opposition Member TBC 
 

Liverpool CC  Councillor Helen Thompson (Labour) 
Councillor Liz Makinson (Liberal Democrat) 
 

Sefton MBC Councillor John Dodd (Liberal Democrat) 

St Helens MBC  Councillor David Hawley (Green) 
Councillor Keith Laird (Labour) 
Councillor Anne McCormack (Labour) 

 
(c) places on record its thanks to the following former members, for their work 

on behalf of the Committee and their contribution to taking forward the 
transport agenda of the City Region:- 

 

Local Authority Members  

Halton  Former Councillor John Stockton (Labour) 
Gareth Stockton (TBC )  

Liverpool CC  Former Councillor Lindsay Melia  
Anthony Lavelle (Labour) 

Sefton MBC Councillor Tony Brough (Conservative) 
 

St Helens MBC  Former Councillor Jeanette Banks (Labour) 
Former Councillor Allan Jones (Conservative) 
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Former Councillor Joe Pearson (Labour) 

  
 
 (d) notes that as per the Constitution the following nomination has been notified 
  to the Monitoring Officer for appointment under delegated authority and is  
  welcomed to the Committee;  
 

Local Authority Members  

Halton MBC  Opposition Member TBC 
 

 
(e) if appropriate, appoint to the Lead member roles as outlined in paragraph 3.3 

and for details of the appointed members to be submitted to the Monitoring 
Officer, who will provide formal notification of appointments to the relevant Local 
Authorities, following the meeting; and 
 

(f) notify the Monitoring Officer of the  appointment to the position of Opposition 
Spokesperson.  

 
 

3.  BACKGROUND    
 
3.1 Members of the Constituent Local Authorities in the City Region are co-opted onto 

the Transport Committee of the Combined Authority in a way that reflects the 
political proportionality of those Constituent Councils.  The co-options were 
approved by the Combined Authority at its meeting on 10 June 2022 and in line with 
the Constitution, any outstanding nominations have been approved under delegated 
authority by the Monitoring Officer. 

 
3.2 The Transport Committee has 24 Members and the co-optees nominated by the 

Councils are as follows:- 
 

Local Authority Members  

Halton BC Councillor A Lowe (Labour) 
Councillor G Philbin (Labour) 
Councillor A Wall (Labour) 
One Opposition vacancy 

Knowsley MBC  Councillor Ken McGlashan (Labour) 
Councillor John Donnelly (Labour) 
Councillor Tommy Rowe (Labour) 
Councillor Joanne Burke (Green) 

Liverpool CC  Councillor Liam Robinson (Labour) 
Councillor Nathalie Nicholas (Labour) 
Councillor Helen Thompson (Labour) 
Councillor Liz Makinson (Liberal Democrat) 

Sefton MBC Councillor Gordon Friel (Labour) 
Councillor Sean Halsall (Labour) 
Councillor Nina Killen (Labour) 
John Dodd (Liberal Democrat) 

St Helens MBC  Councillor David Hawley (Green) 
Councillor Keith Laird (Labour) 
Councillor Anne McCormack (Labour) 
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Councillor Damien O’Connor (Labour) 

Wirral MBC  Councillor Steve Foulkes (Labour)  
Councillor Jerry Williams (Labour) 
Councillor Paul Hayes (Conservative)  
Councillor Chris Cooke (Green) 

 
3.3 In 2021/22 the Committee appointed Lead Members in respect of the following 

areas, : - 
 
 Bus 
 Rail and Freight 
 Ferries 
 Transport Finance 
 Active Travel, Tunnels and the Key Route Network 
 Customer and Smart Ticketing.    
 
 Members are requested to determine if Lead member roles are required for 2022/23 

and if so, to appoint to such roles.   
 
 
4. IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS  
 
4.1 Communication and Consultation 
 
 This report and the Membership of the Transport Committee is published on the 

Combined Authority’s website. 
 
 
5.  CONCLUSION 
 
5.1. The report informs Members of the Committee of the new membership of the 

Transport Committee for 2022/23. 
 
 

JILL COULE 
Monitoring Officer   

LIAM ROBINSON 
Portfolio Holder for Transport  

and Air Quality  
 

 
Appendices: None 
 
 
 
Background Documents:  None 
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Report Title 

 
Cycle of Meetings, Spokespersons and 
Appointments to Outside Bodies 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 

Councillor Liam Robinson, Portfolio Holder for 
Transport and Air Quality 
 

Summary of decision being sought  The Transport Committee is requested to note 
the cycle of meetings and determine 
representatives on the relevant Outside Bodies, 
and Spokespersons for each Local Authority.   
 
 

Is this report exempt? No 
 
 

Is this a Key Decision 
 

No   
 

Is the report urgent 
 

No 

Is this decision to be exempt from 
call in 
 

No 

Local Authorities affected  
 

All 

 
Impact and implications of this report 
 

 

Financial impact 
 

No 

Delegation (s) sought  
 

Not applicable 

Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 
Tick as appropriate  

A Fairer City Region  √  

A Stronger City Region  √  

A Cleaner City Region  √  

A Connected City Region  √  

A Vibrant City Region 
 

√  

Climate Change Implications 
 

No 

Equality and Diversity implications 
 

No 

Social Value implications  
 

No  
 

Human Resources implications 
 

No 

Physical Assets implications 
 

No  

Information Technology implications No 
 

Legal implications 
 

No  
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Risk and Mitigation Yes, see paragraph 4.1 
 

Privacy implications 
 

No  

Communication and consultation 
implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 4.2 
 

Contact Officer(s) Senior Democratic Services Officer Lisa 
Backstrom, Senior Democratic Services Officer 
lisa.backstrom@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk 
07833 047153 
 

Appendices Yes  
 

Background Documents No  
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 

Transport Committee 
 

7 July 2022 
 

REPORT OF THE MONITORING OFFICER 
 

CYCLE OF MEETINGS, SPOKESPERSONS AND APPOINTMENTS TO OUTSIDE 
BODIES 2022/23 

 
 
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1. The Transport Committee is requested to consider matters relating to the conduct of 

business of the Committee for 2022/2023. 
 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Transport Committee: 
 

(a) note the dates and times of the Transport Committee meetings for the 
forthcoming year, and agree that attendance at the briefing sessions on 
transport related matters be an approved duty as per Appendix One; 

 
(b) determine the representation and individuals to serve on Outside Bodies for 

the forthcoming year, noting that these could be subject to change 
throughout the Municipal Year; the names of the Members to fill any 
outstanding vacancies following the meeting be submitted to the Monitoring 
Officer, from which time such Members shall be deemed to be appointed as 
the Combined Authority’s representative as per Appendix Two; 

 
(c) appoint Spokespersons for each of the Constituent Local Authorities to 

answer questions at Council Meetings for the forthcoming year (Appendix 
Two);  

 
(d) note the changes regarding the appointments by the Combined Authority in 

respect of the Transport for the North (TfN) bodies, namely, the Partnership 
Board (Substitute Member), the Rail North Committee (Substitute Member) 
and the General Purposes Committee (Substitute Member) ; and 

 
(e) note the appointment of the Chair of the Transport Committee as a co-opted 

member of the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority, holding the 
Transport and Air Quality portfolio on behalf of the City Region. 

 
 
3. BACKGROUND    
 
3.1 In order to assist Members attending meetings of their own Council it is 

recommended that the present practice in adopting, where possible, a standard day 
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and time be continued for meetings of the Transport Committee. The particular time 
and day have been selected to reduce as far as possible the number of occasions 
where clashes are likely to occur with meetings of the Local Authorities.  The 
number of meetings held this Municipal Year is in line with the other Committee 
meetings to provide symmetry within the Committee Timetable. 

 
3.2  The present representation on Outside Bodies is as follows: 
 

(a) TravelSafe Board  
 
 Two Labour Group Members and one Opposition Member 
 
(b) LEP Advisory Council 
 
 Chair of the Committee 
 
(c) West Coast 250 
 
 One nomination from the Membership of the Committee  
 
(d) Transport for the North Scrutiny Committee 
 
 One member and substitute member required. Transport for the North Board 

or Substitute Board Members and Rail North Committee Members cannot 
also be Members of this Scrutiny Committee. Therefore, these appointments 
must be different to those nominated to the Transport for the North Board 
and Rail North Committee Members and Substitute Members.  

    
3.3 Throughout the municipal year outside body representatives could be subject to 

change and any such changes will be reported to the Committee. 
 
3.4 Members will be aware that it is common practice for Local Authorities to make 

provision in their Standing Orders for questions to be asked of Members appointed 
to serve on Outside Bodies. It is therefore a matter for this Committee to nominate a 
Member for each of the constituent Local Authorities to answer questions at Council 
Meetings for the forthcoming year.  The details of the appointments from 2021/22 
are detailed at Appendix Two to the report. 

 
 
4. IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
4.1 Risks and Mitigation  
  

Failure to appoint Members to the external organisations may result in the 
Combined Authority not being appropriately represented 

 
4.2 Communications and Consultation  
 

The agenda is published on the Combined Authority’s website. Subject to approval 
from the Committee, details of the nominated Elected Members and Officers will be 
communicated to the relevant organisations. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
5.1 The Transport Committee is required to determine its cycle of meetings, 

 representatives on the relevant Outside Bodies, and nominated Spokesperson for 
 each Local Authority. 

 
 

 
 

JILL COULE 
Monitoring Officer  

COUNCILLOR LIAM ROBINSON 
Portfolio Holder for Transport and 

Air Quality 
 

 
 

Appendices: 
 
Appendix One - Cycle of Meetings 2022/2023 
Appendix Two - Appointments to Outside Bodies & Spokespersons 2023/23 
 
 
 
Background Documents: None 
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          Appendix One 
 

LCR COMBINED AUTHORITY 
Committee Timetable 2022/23 

 
 

 
 

 2022 2023 

Meeting 
 

Day/Time May 
 

June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
 

June  

LCR Combined 
Authority  

Friday   10 
AGM 

22  16 
*** 

14 18 16 20 *  3  28  
 

9 
AGM 

 1.00pm 
 

Overview & Scrutiny 
Committee 

Wednesday   29* 13 
 

 7  
 

9  19  1 19   

 2.00pm 
 

Audit & Governance 
Committee 

Wednesday    27  28  30   25  22 
  

   

 2.00pm 
 

Transport Committee Thursday  
 

  7  22  10  18   9    

 2.00pm  
 

  

 
 
*Workplanning Session  
 
**Budget  
*** Statement of Accounts 
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     Appendix Two 

 

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 

APPOINTMENTS TO OUTSIDE BODIES AND LEAD MEMBERS – 2022/23 

 

OUTSIDE BODIES POSITIONS 2021/22 2022/23 

*Transport for the North 
Partnership Board 

Member Councillor Liam Robinson 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

Metro Mayor 
(Member) 

 
Portfolio Holder for Transport and 

Air Quality 
(Substitute Member) 

 

*Rail North Committee Member Member Councillor Liam Robinson 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

Metro Mayor 
(Member) 

 
Portfolio Holder for Transport and 

Air Quality 
(Substitute Member) 

 

*General Purposes Committee Member N/A Metro Mayor 
(Member) 

 
Portfolio Holder for Transport and 

Air Quality 
(Substitute Member) 

 

*LCR Combined Authority  Co-opted Member (Portfolio 
Holder for Transport and Air 

Quality) 
 

Councillor Liam Robinson 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

Chair of the Transport Committee  

**Transport for the North 
Scrutiny Committee 

Member Councillor Lindsay Melia 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

 

To be confirmed 

**Transport for the North 
Scrutiny Committee 

Substitute Member Sean Halsall 
(Sefton – Labour) 

 
 

To be confirmed 
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LEP Advisory Council Member 
(Chair of the Transport 

Committee) 
 

Councillor Liam Robinson 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

To be confirmed 

West Coast 250 Member Councillor Gordon Friel 
(Sefton - Labour) 

 

To be confirmed 

Travelsafe Board Member 
(Chair) 

Councillor Joe Pearson  
(St Helens - Labour) 

 

To be confirmed 

Travelsafe Board Member 
(Vice-Chair) 

Councillor Anthony Lavelle 
(Liverpool – Labour) 

 

To be confirmed 

Travelsafe Board Opposition Member Councillor Allan Jones 
(St Helens - Conservative) 

 

To be confirmed 

*Roles appointed by the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority at its Annual Meeting 

** Members appointed to these two Outside Bodies must be different members, as the same members are unable to serve on both Outside Bodies. 

 

Spokespersons for Local Authority Council Meetings 2022/23 

 

 

LOCAL AUTHORITY 2021/22 2022/23 

Halton Council Councillor John Stockton To be confirmed 

Knowsley Council Councillor Ken McGlashan To be confirmed 

Liverpool City Council Councillor Liam Robinson To be confirmed 

St Helens Council Councillor Joe Pearson To be confirmed 

Sefton Council Councillor Gordon Friel To be confirmed 

Wirral Council Councillor Steve Foulkes To be confirmed 
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Report Title 

 
Quarterly Bus Update 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 

Transport and Air Quality Portfolio Holder 

Summary of decision being sought  The purpose of this report is to update the 
Transport Committee on key bus issues relating 
to the fourth quarter of 2021/22.  
 
 

Is this report exempt? No  
 
 

Is this a Key Decision 
 

No   
 

Is the report urgent 
 

No 
 

Is this decision to be exempt from 
call in 
 

No 
 

Local Authorities affected  
 

All 

 
Impact and implications of this report 
 

 
None – for noting and information only  

Financial impact 
 

No 

Delegation (s) sought  
 

  
 

Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 
 

A Fairer City Region  √  

A Stronger City Region  √  

A Cleaner City Region  √  

A Connected City Region  √  

A Vibrant City Region 
 

√  

Climate Change Implications 
 

Yes see paragraph 4.1 and 3.9  

Equality and Diversity implications 
 

Yes see paragraph 4.2 

Social Value implications  
 

Yes see paragraph 4.3 

Human Resources implications 
 

No 

Physical Assets implications 
 

No  

Information Technology implications No 
 

Legal implications 
 

No  

Risk and Mitigation Yes see paragraph 4.4 
 

Privacy implications No  
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Communication and consultation 
implications 
 

Yes see paragraph 4.5 

Contact Officer(s) Matt Goggins, Assistant Director for Bus  
Laura Needham, Bus Strategy Programme 
Manager 
 

Appendices No   
 

Background Documents No  
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 
 

7 JULY 2022 
 

REPORT OF MERSEYTRAVEL 
 

QUARTERLY BUS UPDATE 
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the Transport Committee on key bus issues 

relating to the fourth quarter of 2021/22.  
 
1.2 Specifically, the report will provide an update on the milestones of the Bus Alliance, 

report progress on the assessment into Bus Reform, Hybus Trial Project and Green 
Bus Routes Programme, along with an overview of how the Bus Team continues to 
work with bus operators to support the maintenance of a safe and reliable bus 
network whilst dealing with the challenges of the global COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Transport Committee: 
 

(a) notes the contents of the report 
 
 
3. BACKGROUND    
 
3.1 Covid-19 Response 
 
3.1.1 Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, The Bus Team worked closely with LCR bus 

operators as part of the LCR Resilience Group, to ensure a safe and reliable 
network for key workers in the region.  

 
3.1.2 With the easing and removal of restrictions coming into effect in late January 2022 

the Transport Network Performance and TravelSafe teams have continued to 
support the actions of the LCRCA transport cell in providing safety assurance to the 
travelling public.  

 
3.1.3 Current patronage levels on the LCR bus network are averaging around 80% 

compared to the equivalent period in 2019. Covid-19 related absence has greatly 
improved since the last reporting period for bus operators, helped by a removal of 
restrictions.  
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3.1.4 Funding to support local bus networks for the first six months of the 2022/23 

financial year was previously announced, with further allocations and conditions 
announced in April 2022. The Bus Teams have worked closely with operators on 
their plans for the bus network from September 2022 onwards, including network 
plan and public and stakeholder consultation.   

 
3.2 LCR Bus Alliance 
 
3.2.1 Partners of the Bus Alliance worked closely together to collate the priorities of and 

data behind the Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP) submitted in October 2021, 
with BSIP funding allocations announced in April 2022  
 

3.2.2 The agreed BSIP forms the basis of the Bus Alliance Business and Improvement 
Plan for 2022/23 and progress on delivering this will be reported to members 
through further Quarterly Reports.  

 
3.3 Green Bus Routes  
 
3.3.1  Further work has taken place with relevant constituent local authority partners to 

agree the measures proposed for the Liverpool to St Helens bus route, 10A, 
progress includes; 
 

a) Resource request submitted as part of the City Region Sustainable 
Transport Settlement (CRSTS) Pipeline Pre-Development Funding; 
 

b) Funding agreements for Prescot Bus Station and Bus Boarder works currently being 
signed off by LCRCA legal team 
 

c) Drafts of the Economic, Financial, Commercial and Management dimensions have 
been submitted to LCRCA colleagues and LA Partners for review. Final comments 
will be submitted to Atkins for finalisation of the documents.  

 
d) Progress on the social value component of the project including a Graduate 

appointment by Waterman and social value funding for local groups along 10a route 
as part of 10a works 
 

e) Presentation of strategic modelling results to local authority partners. 
 

f) Consultation with members of the public is planned for Autumn 2022 in 
collaboration with Local Authority partners for the 10a route. 

 
3.3.2  Discussions regarding progressing work on the next two Green Bus Routes (53 

and 86 bus corridors) are continuing and will develop plans and designs that are 
‘shovel ready’ to enable the Combined Authority to invest in these key travel 
corridors 
when further funding is made available through the CRSTS or National Bus 
Strategy /BSIP funds. Consultant tender returns for the 53 and 86 bus routes have 
now been received and have been assessed and moderated. It is planned to have a 
final decision for these routes by the end of June 2022. 
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3.3.3  Work continues to ensure that there is adequate resource both within the Combined 

Authority and within Constituent Local Authorities to support delivery. A new Bus 
Priority Programme Manager has started in post in January 2022, and two project 
managers have been appointed for the 53 & 86 routes, who are also assisting with 
the 10a. It is expected that additional resource could be in place by summer 2022 to 
enable Combined Authority to accelerate the GBR programme along multiple 
corridors. The pipeline funding document has been resubmitted following a Path to 
Delivery workshop with senior and project officers within Combined Authority to 
agree delivery strategy. 

   
3.4 LCR HyBus Trial  
 
3.4.1 British bus manufacturer, Alexander Dennis Ltd was selected as the supplier of the 

first twenty hydrogen fuel cell electric buses and the order is expected to be 
submitted in July at the same time as the operator lease and refuelling contracts are 
signed.  

 
3.4.2 Arriva have continued to lead commercial negotiations on fuel supply and a 

preferred supplier has now been selected with progress now being made on 
contracting. 

 
3.4.3 The Combined Authority were unsuccessful in receiving ZEBRA funding but 

continue to deliver the 20-bus project and to secure further funding for the additional 
20 bus extension.   

 
3.5 Bus Reform 
 
3.5.1 The draft assessment into options for reforming bus services in the Liverpool City 

Region was completed in January 2022.  
 
3.5.2 A report on the next stages towards bus reform in the Liverpool City Region was 

considered by the Metro Mayor and members of the Combined Authority on 4 
March 2022, and amongst others, the recommendation to continue to endorse bus 
franchising as the Liverpool City Region’s intended future model of bus governance 
was endorsed.  

 
3.5.3 The business case will now be completed, and an independent audit of the 

assessment will be undertaken. 
 
3.5.4 A panel to provide political oversight to Bus Reform is to be established and 

progress reports against the delivery of recommendations will be made at 
appropriate intervals to the Combined Authorrity at appropriate intervals during the 
municipal years 2022/23. 

 
3.6 Open Buses Programme / Transport Information  
 
3.6.1 The Transport Information Team continue to act as Bus Open Data Service (BODS) 

Agents on behalf of the LCR’s smaller operators and support them in meeting their 
Open Buses obligations through publishing routes and timetables files and 
automatic vehicle location feeds. 
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3.6.2 The team continue to liaise with DfT, local bus operators and database providers to 
address issues relating to the publishing of fares data from the Ticketer portal.  

 
3.6.3 The Liverpool area bus network map and the Belle Vale Interchange map have 

been approved for production, installation and publication online. The Transport 
Information team are working with the cartographer on the initial stages of the 
production of a Wirral area bus network map. The procurement process for the 
supply and fit of on-street frames for the display of the area maps and local bus 
network interchange maps is underway. 

 
3.6.4 Following the appointment of WSP to support the development of a Transport 

Information Strategy, work is progressing on the review of transport information. 
Initial evidence gathering is focussed on semi-structured interviews with Combined 
Authority colleagues in Hubs, Marketing and Evidence and Intelligence, and 
members of the WSP team will be undertaking site visits across the network to 
assess the current transport information offer. A review of transport information from 
comparator organisations in the UK and oversees will also be used to develop the 
strategy. 

 
3.7 TravelSafe Partnership  
 
3.7.1 Merseyside Police continue to restore the establishment of the Merseyside Police 

dedicated TravelSafe PCSOs and the review of the Merseyside Police TravelSafe 
team. The team have started developing the new partnership three-year strategy 
which will be presented at the TravelSafe Partnership Board for members approval 
following local elections and the confirmation of the new TravelSafe Board elected 
member composition.  

 
3.7.2 The partnership continues to work with local neighbourhood policing in areas such 

as St Helens where there has been a sudden increase in anti-social behaviour on 
the Transport Network.  

 
3.7.3 The project team overseeing the Home Office Safer Streets 3 funding are 

progressing a range of measures to improve safety on the transport network. This 
includes CCTV upgrades at Liverpool One and Queen Square bus stations, 
bystander training for transport staff, a marketing campaign and a text reporting 
service that will be delivered in the next few months. An official launch of the project 
took place on 7 March 2022. 

 
3.7.4 The Violence Against Women and Girls Transport Champions, Laura Shoaf (Chief 

Executive of WMCA) and Anne Shaw (Managing Director of TFWM) have held a 
series of roundtable events and have now produced thirteen recommendations for 
the DfT, alongside other government departments and the transport industry and 
trade bodies, to endorse and deliver. This includes making transport infrastructure 
safer, national communications initiative into tackling VAWGs, which is promoted 
nationally across transport networks, training across the transport industry to help 
manage incidents involving VAWGs, encouraging the increased uptake of women 
working in the transport industry and reviewing current safeguarding practices and 
DBS checks. 
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3.8 Contract Management Streamlining  
 
3.8.1 All Electronic Ticket Machines data and payments are now being processed through 

EP Morris (EPM - software provider). The implementation of the system has 
streamlined the returns process and generated a number of efficiencies whilst also 
improving the quality and robustness of data. 

 
3.8.2 Initial dashboards have been delivered and the Combined Authority has become the 

first organisation/authority to develop and use the new dashboard module. 
Agreement is in place to work and develop the dashboards over the coming months 
to ensure it is capable of monitoring the necessary KPIs and performance 
information required for Bus Reform.  

 
3.8.3 The EPM system currently in user acceptance testing for some development work 

which was needed to allow contract inflation to be applied to contracts. It is 
expected that this testing will be completed and put into the live environment The 
rest of the system is now in a Business-as-Usual state and the team will begin 
discussions with both IT and the service provider to extend the contract which is 
due up for renewal in 2023. 

 
3.9 Electric fleet vehicles  
 

In line with organisational commitments to improve the environmental impact, a fleet 
of electric vehicles has been procured to deliver the services of the Transport 
Network performance team. 
 
 All vehicles are ordered, and the first 2 vehicles have arrived. Further deliveries are 
expected throughout 2022.  

 
 
4. IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS  
 
4.1 Climate Change  
 

Investment in bus has a positive impact on climate change through reducing CO2 
emissions  

 
4.2 Equality and Diversity  
 

The equality and diversity implications of individual activities will continue to be fully 

considered. There are no direct implications for any protected characteristics 

resulting from this report.  

4.3 Social Value 
 
Social value is built into major procurement such as the hybus Manufacturing and 
refuelling contracts.  

 
4.4 Risks and Mitigation  

 
Separate Risk registers for Green Bus Routes, HyBus and Bus Reform are 
maintained and reported on regularly and integrated into the corporate risk register 
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4.5 Communication and Consultation  
 

 All bus projects and ongoing activities have associated communications, marketing, 
and engagement strategies in place 
 

 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
5.1. This report has key bus-led projects and an overview of how the Bus Team has 

been maintaining a safe and reliable bus network whilst dealing with the challenges 
of the global COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
 

RICHARD MCGUCKIN 
Executive Director - Place   

LIAM ROBINSON 
Transport and Air Quality Portfolio Holder 
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Report Title 

 
Merseytravel Outturn - Financial Performance  
 

Portfolio Holder 
 

Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 

Summary of decision being sought  The Committee to note the content of the report 
relating to Merseytravel activity for 2021/22 
 

Is this report exempt? No 
 
 

Is this a Key Decision 
 

No   
 

Is the report urgent 
 

No 

Is this decision to be exempt from 
call in 
 

Not applicable 
 

Local Authorities affected  
 

All 

 
Impact and implications of this report 
 

 

Financial impact 
 

Yes, see paragraph 4.1 

Delegation (s) sought  
 

No  
 

Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 
Tick as appropriate  

A Fairer City Region  √  

A Stronger City Region  √  

A Cleaner City Region  √  

A Connected City Region  √  

A Vibrant City Region 
 

√  

Climate Change Implications 
 

No 

Equality and Diversity implications 
 

No 

Social Value implications  
 

No  
 

Human Resources implications 
 

No 

Physical Assets implications 
 

No  

Information Technology implications No 
 

Legal implications 
 

No  

Risk and Mitigation No 
 

Privacy implications 
 

No  

Communication and consultation No  
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implications 
 
Contact Officer(s) Sarah Johnston, Assistant Director of Finance, 

0151 330 1015 
 

Appendices Yes  
 

Background Documents No 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 

LCR Transport Committee 
 

7 July 2022 
 

Report of Merseytravel  
 

MERSEYTRAVEL OUTTURN - FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1. The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Committee with details of 

the revenue and capital outturn in respect of Merseytravel activity for the financial 
year 2021/22.  The report also details the revised capital programme for 2022/23. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Transport Committee: 
 

(a) note the contents of this report. 
 

 
3. BACKGROUND    
 

Revenue Outturn 
 
3.1 A budget of £121.766m was approved by Merseytravel on 10 March 2021 with a 

grant provided from the Combined Authority of £93.114m for the operation of 
Transport services and a grant of £23.088m to cover the operational costs 
associated with the Mersey Tunnels. In addition, a grant of £2.926m was provided 
from CA Rail specific reserves to support the Rolling Stock project team costs. To 
balance the overall revenue budget, a contribution of £2.639m was made from 
reserves.  

 
3.2 A revised budget of £119.8m was approved by the Board at its meeting 4 October 

2021.  The reduction in expenditure was offset by a reduction of £0.536m in the 
Merseytravel grant, £0.391m reduction in the Tunnels operating grant and a £1.7m 
reduction to the application of reserves from the Combined Authority in respect of 
Rolling Stock costs. 

 
3.3 The table below details the outturn by service area against the approved budget.  A 

more granular analysis of spend is included at Appendix One. 
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Table 1 Outturn Spend Against Budget 
 

 Annual 
Budget 
£’000 

Outturn 
 

£’000 

Variance 
 

£’000 

Bus Services 18,671 17,849 822 

Rail Services 7,287 6,889 398 

Rolling Stock 772 204 568 

Mersey Ferries  2,428 1,604 824 

Mersey Tunnels 16,515 13,953 2,562 

Customer Delivery 3,075 3,335 (260) 

Concessionary Travel 48,381 47,750 631 

Corporate Management 710 539 171 

Policy & LTP 386 284 102 

People Development 1,728 1,524 204 

IT 4,734 4,224 510 

Asset Management 10,044 9,986 58 

Finance 1,274 1,197 77 

Legal. Democratic & Procurement 1,318 1,128 190 

Internal Audit 599 593 6 

PMO 617 594 23 

Corporate Costs 701 577 123 

Total Expenditure 119,239 112,231 7,008 

Funded by:    

Merseytravel Grant (93,418) (91,850) (1,568) 

Mersey Tunnels Grant (22,967) (20,042) (2,655) 

Merseytravel Reserves (3,124) 0 (3,124) 

Sales, Fees and Charges Grant 0 (1,052) 1,052 

Total Income (119,239) (112,969) (6,565) 

Net transfer (to)/ from Reserves 0 (713) 713 

 
3.4 Since quarter three, forecasts have been projecting that there would be an 

underspend against budget and this has consistently been reported to 
management.  Based on the February forecasts it was projected that there would be 
an underspend of £3m however the outturn underspend against budget is £7m.  
The table below provides an explanation of key variances. 

 
Table 2 Explanation of Variances 

 

Service Area Variance 
£’000 

Explanation 

Bus 822 Higher payments to bus operators offset by 
additional grant income received. Income from 
supported bus services exceeded budget forecasts. 

Rail Services 398 Consultancy spend lower than budgeted plus rebate 
from Merseyrail for Punctuality Incentives reducing 
net spend 

Rolling Stock 568 Payments to Merseyrail for project support less than 
anticipated. 
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Ferries 824 Overspend on landlord repairs offset by income 
generation exceeding budget 

Mersey Tunnels 2,562 Underspend on capital schemes leading to lower 
RCCO requirement. Part of underspend related to 
required reduction in spend to offset Seacombe 
overspend 

Concessionary 
Travel 

613 Actual payments to operators lower than forecast 

IT 510 Staff slippage due to Cybersecurity posts not being 
filled during the year and underspends on supplies 
and services, specifically around business continuity 
and digital transformation 

Corporate 
Management & 
Corporate Costs 

294 Lower than forecast pension recharges and salaries 
underspend against budgets 

 
3.5 Based on the outturn revenue expenditure for Merseytravel, it was agreed by the 

Merseytravel Board that the Merseytravel grant would be reduced by £1m and the 
Mersey Tunnels by £2.66m.  Based on these amendments to funding, there is a 
£713k transfer to Merseytravel reserves.  It is proposed that the surplus is 
transferred as an earmarked reserve specifically for the purpose of supporting 
inflationary pressures which would help mitigate the impact of inflation on the 
budget set in the event that some of the identified inflation risks begin to crystallise. 

 
Capital Outturn 

 
3.6 A capital programme of £140m was approved Merseytravel on 10 March 2021.  A 

revised capital programme of was approved 1 November 2021 which took account 
of changes to programmes and slippage.  The table below details the outturn 
service level capital spend against the revised capital programme.  A more detailed 
analysis of capital outturn by scheme is included at Appendix Two. 

 
Table 3 Capital Outturn Against Budget 

 

 Budget 
 

£’000 

Outturn 
 

£’000 

Variance 
 

£’000 

Bus Services 10,069 1,332 8,737 

Rail Services 42,463 30,302 12,161 

Rolling Stock 94,159 83,916 10,243 

IT  1,151 638 513 

Policy, LTP & KRN 1,691 203 1,488 

Tunnels 7,040 5,487 1,553 

Ferries 8,210 7,348 862 

Smart Ticketing 1,241 259 982 

Corporate Services  20 4 16 

Head Office 137 40 97 

Customer Delivery 170 186 (16) 

Total Capital Spend 166,351 129,715 36,636 
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3.7 The outturn underspend against budget of £36m which represents an increase of 
£11.2m from the position as reported in quarter 3 (projected outturn at Q3 £141m).  
The table below highlights the main variances. 

 
Table 4 Capital Outturn - Major Variances 

 

Service 
Area 

Variance 
£’000 

Explanation of Significant Variances 

Tunnels 1,553 Kingsway Sump Pump replacement scheme slippage issues 
with contractor sign off delayed spend (£681k) 
Kingsway Vauxhall Rd regeneration delays in getting 
contractor on site have led to spend being behind profile 
(£100k) 
Queensway demolition of flyover scheme is subject to a 
number of external dependencies which is delaying progress 
(£262k) 

Ferries 862 Woodside Regeneration part of Wirral LUF Bid spend behind 
schedule due to delays in approval to proceed from 
government (£267k) 
Seacombe landing stage dry dock underspend against 
budget (£360k) 

Bus 8,737 Delays in progressing HyBus through procurement to order. 
Delivery of vehicles and spend will now take place in 22/23 
(£7,491k) 
Bus scheduling software project not commenced (£150k) 
RTI performance analytics project not commenced (£150k) 
Bus stop improvements & accessibility schemes 
underspends(£890k) 

Rolling 
Stock 

10,243 There has been a change in contractor , specifically in 
respect of train lengthening work at Liverpool Central which 
has seen completion of these works pushed back into 22/23. 

Rail 12,161 LSP Renewals and Platform works not procured or started in 
year (£800k) 
Liverpool Baltic – funding requested as part of budget setting 
exceeded value of works that could be progressed during the 
year (£3m).  
Access for All underspend (£3.3m) largely driven by delays in 
contracting and progressing works at Broadgreen & St 
Michaels 
Headbolt Lane (£1m) billed less than anticipated by Network 
Rail 
NPR/ HS2 Commission budget requested (£0.5m) but no 
spend in year 
Lea Green park and Ride (£0.9m) delays in contracting 
works and capacity issues within Network Rail 

Policy, 
LTP & 
KRN 

1,488 Schemes not progressed due to capacity issues within in the 
team  

Smart 
Ticketing 

982 Issues with software development have meant that the 
provider has not been able to complete Phase 3 works in line 
with the original timescale with work slipping into 22/23 
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3.8 Requests for the carry forward of capital underspends were discussedby relevant 
officers and , a proposal was made to Merseytravel for the inclusion of certain items 
of slippage within a revised 2022/23 capital programme which was approved by 
Merseytravel at its meeting on 27 June.  The table below details the revised capital 
programme for 2022/23 at a service level. 

 
3.9 In addition to requests for carry forward of underspends from 2021/22, since the 

budget was set, funding in respect of CRSTS has been formally approved and 
funding allocated against projects pending development and approval of business 
cases.  As part of the CRSTS allocation an element of funding was identified to 
support pre-development of schemes and a block allocation to support certain 
works on major transport modes.  This funding was approved by the Combined 
Authority at its meeting 3 March 2022.  The table below details the revised capital 
programme for 2022/23 at a service level, together with funding.  A more detailed 
analysis of the revised capital programme is included at Appendix Three. 

 
Table 5 Revised Capital Programme 2022/23 

 

Service Area Original 
Budget 
£’000 

Revised 
Budget 
£’000 

Variance 
 

£’000 

Bus Services 0 8,715 8,715 

Rail Services 64,664 72,637 7,973 

Rolling Stock 57,631 67,994 10,363 

IT  400 514 114 

Policy, LTP & KRN 0 303 303 

Tunnels 15,244 17,347 2,103 

Hubs 0 1,200 1,200 

Ferries 0 2,019 2,019 

Smart Ticketing 0 242 242 

Central Retained Pot 2,500 2,500 0 

Total 140,439 173,471 33,032 

 
3.10 Merseytravel will be responsible for delivering a significant proportion of the 

transport schemes under CRSTS.  Whilst overall approval has been given to a 
programme and programme values by the Combined Authority, individual schemes 
will be approved as business cases are developed for each scheme and funding will 
be released based on progressing through a gateway process. 
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Reserves Position 
 
3.11 As a consequence of the outturn revenue and capital position for the financial year 

2021/22, Merseytravel’s reserves as at 31 March 2022 are detailed in the table 
below. 

 
Table 6 Reserves as at 31 March 2022 

 

 Balance at 31 
March 2021 

£’000 

Net In Year 
Movement 

 
£’000 

Balance at 1 
April 2022 

£’000 

Capital Reserves 
Earmarked 
Reserves 
Revenue Balances 

5,763 
48,323 

 
4,629 

0 
713 

 
0 

5,763 
49,036 

 
4,629 

Total 58,715 713 59,428 

 
3.12 Of the total balance of earmarked reserves carried forward to 2022/22, 53% of 

these are Rail related.  Working balances represent less than 8% of total reserves 
held by Merseytravel.  

 
Financial Risks and Impact on Future Reserves 

 
3.13 The approved budgets for 2022/23 assumed £2.6m application of reserves to fund 

revenue and capital activities.  Building on the revised capital programme detailed 
at Table 5, the projected reserves position at the end of 2022/23 is £55.7m.  The 
breakdown of this position is detailed in the table below. 

 
Table 7 Projected Reserves Position as at 31 March 2023 

 

 Balance at 31 
March 2022 

£’000 

Net In Year 
Movement 

 
£’000 

Balance at 1 
April 2023 

£’000 

Capital Reserves 
Earmarked 
Reserves 
Revenue Balances 

5,763 
49,036 

 
4,629 

(1,064) 
(2,639) 

 
0 

4,699 
46,397 

 
4,629 

Total 59,428 (3,703) 55,725 

 
3.14 In balancing the budget for Merseytravel for 2022/23 savings and efficiencies 

amounting to £5m were taken and no provision was made for general inflation.  
There are a number of risks and uncertainties facing Merseytravel that will impact 
on its operations and financial position over the coming financial year: 

 

 The phasing out of recovery funding to support public transport operators – over  
the last two years, the local commercial bus network has maintained its shape 
through significant public investment; both nationally through Bus Recovery Grant 
and locally through the continuation of pre Covid concessionary travel 
reimbursements.  Uncertainty remains as to what impact the removal of this funding 
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will have on the viability of the network and whether this will lead to services being 
deregistered. 
 

 Cost inflation – whilst certain cost pressures, such as bus contract inflation, were 
starting to become apparent at the time of setting the budget, inflationary pressures 
have accelerated with the war in Ukraine placing upward pressure on food and 
utility prices.  The impact of inflation is likely to permeate most areas of transport 
delivery, pushing up the costs of goods and services and potentially placing 
pressure on the budget as set. 
 

 Patronage rebound – viability of services across a range of Merseytravel services is 
predicated on sustained patronage, be that through customers paying for services 
(such as The Beatles Story, Ferries and supported bus) or through a return to using 
public transport.  If the rebound in patronage is lower than anticipated or fails to 
recover to pre Covid levels then there is a risk that this will translate into pressure 
on Merseytravel’s budget: either through lower income or through additional costs 
arising from the need to fill gaps in the public transport network. 
 

3.15 To assist in mitigating against these eventualities impacting negatively on 
Merseytravel’s budget or ability to deliver, specific earmarked reserves have been 
set aside.  These pressures will be monitored throughout the year and action taken 
as necessary to manage the risk. 

 
 
4. IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS  
 
4.1. Financial 
 

The financial implications are detailed in full in paragraph 3 of the report. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
5.1 At the end of the financial year 2021/22 Merseytravel has managed to operate both 

its capital and revenue budgets within the parameters set.  Allowing for a reduced 
Merseytravel and Mersey Tunnels grant to take account of lower than anticipated 
spend, Merseytravel has set aside £713k in a reserve earmarked to deal specifically 
with emerging inflationary risks.   

 
5.2 Capital outturn was £36.6m below budget and this has led to proposals to slip £26m 

into a revised capital programme for 2022/23. 
 

 
 

Sarah Johnston 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF FINANCE 

   

Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR POLICY, 

REFORM AND RESOURCES 
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Background Documents:  
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Appendix One

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Asset Management
Employees 6,888,648 6,675,375 213,274
Premises 5,085,353 5,090,305 (4,951)
Transport 228,655 148,015 80,639
Vessels 0 30 (30)
Supplies & Services 306,116 250,719 55,398
Third Party Payments 0 4,034 (4,034)
Other Costs (0) 0 (0)
Income (2,464,773) (2,182,636) (282,137)
Total Asset Management 10,044,000 9,985,841 58,159

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Audit
Employees 551,359 560,813 (9,454)
Premises 46,814 68,903 (22,089)
Transport 52,389 51,954 435
Supplies & Services 127,795 90,107 37,688
Income (179,357) (178,296) (1,061)
Total Audit 599,000 593,480 5,520

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Bus Services
Employees 2,643,830 2,462,880 180,950
Premises 119,866 116,867 2,999
Transport 96,930 53,594 43,336
Supplies & Services 3,744,739 1,162,222 2,582,517
Third Party Payments 21,371,423 22,858,072 (1,486,649)
Income (9,305,787) (8,804,771) (501,017)
Total Bus Services 18,671,000 17,848,865 822,135

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Concessionary Travel
Third Party Payments 58,196,717 58,893,365 (696,648)
Income (9,815,717) (11,143,502) 1,327,785
Total Concessionary Travel 48,381,000 47,749,864 631,136

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Corporate Management
Employees 466,352 317,324 92,028
Transport 4,564 669 3,895
Supplies & Services 166,450 113,399 53,051
Support Service Recharges 148,390 175,855 (27,465)
Income (77,165) (68,206) (8,959)
Total Corporate Management 708,591 539,042 169,549

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Corporate Costs
Employees 550,000 508,753 112,247
Supplies & Services 460,000 332,318 225,682
Other Costs 10,000 63,781 15,219
Income (319,000) (327,272) 8,272
Total Corporate Costs 701,000 577,579 123,421

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

Merseytravel Revenue Outturn 2021/22
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Appendix One

Merseytravel Revenue Outturn 2021/22

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Customer Delivery
Employees 4,095,542 4,106,961 (11,419)
Premises 1,908,712 1,872,607 36,104
Transport 5,639 7,004 (1,365)
Supplies & Services 565,671 632,217 (66,546)
Third Party Payments 0 15,189 (15,189)
Support Service Recharges 0 (15) 15
Income (3,500,551) (3,298,797) (201,754)
Total Customer Delivery 3,075,012 3,335,165 (260,153)

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Mersey Ferries
Employees 2,348,293 2,309,620 38,673
Premises 1,148,952 1,266,136 (117,183)
Transport 10,161 8,715 1,446
Vessels 696,751 733,418 (36,667)
Supplies & Services 333,477 233,366 73,112
Income (2,109,208) (2,946,806) 837,598
Total Mersey Ferries 2,428,427 1,604,448 823,979

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Finance
Employees 1,536,562 1,549,192 (12,630)
Transport 500 0 500
Supplies & Services 121,857 62,834 59,023
Income (384,919) (414,943) 30,024
Total Finance 1,274,000 1,197,083 76,917

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

IT
Employees 2,334,226 2,234,225 100,001
Premises 0 798 (798)
Transport 6,650 3,270 3,380
Supplies & Services 2,987,518 2,607,869 379,649
Income (594,394) (622,140) 27,746
Total IT 4,734,000 4,224,023 509,977

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Legal
Employees 1,422,225 1,368,642 53,583
Transport 2,500 100 2,400
Supplies & Services 298,100 199,128 98,972
Income (404,825) (439,701) 34,876
Total Legal 1,318,000 1,128,169 189,831

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

People & Customer Development
Employees 1,604,243 1,456,655 147,588
Transport 4,548 1,866 2,682
Supplies & Services 52,000 50,255 1,745
Third Party Payments 0 16 (16)
Support Service Recharges 401,087 313,501 87,586
Income (334,150) (298,606) (35,544)
Total People & Customer Development 1,727,728 1,523,687 204,041

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £
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Appendix One

Merseytravel Revenue Outturn 2021/22

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Programme Management Office
Employees 753,474 702,530 50,944
Transport 250 0 250
Supplies & Services 6,445 6,305 140
Income (143,169) (115,301) (27,868)
Total Programme Management Office 617,000 593,534 23,466

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Policy & LTP Development
Employees 499,496 407,352 92,144
Transport 1,900 268,121 (266,221)
Supplies & Services 6,000 42,801 (36,801)
Income (121,396) (434,041) 312,645
Total Policy & LTP Development 386,000 284,233 101,767

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Rail Services
Employees 881,193 883,088 (1,895)
Premises 262,357 290,661 (28,304)
Transport 8,240 19 8,221
Supplies & Services 836,030 613,431 222,599
Third Party Payments 106,700,110 106,366,392 333,718
Income (101,400,931) (101,264,294) (136,636)
Total Rail Services 7,287,000 6,889,297 397,703

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Rolling Stock
Employees 590,148 601,670 (11,523)
Transport 35,444 14,676 20,768
Supplies & Services 1,012,136 873,909 138,227
Third Party Payments 2,122,108 3,961,909 (1,839,801)
Income (2,987,835) (5,247,955) 2,260,120
Total Rolling Stock 772,000 204,209 567,791

Budget Total Spend
 Variance 

Fav/(Unfav)

Mersey Tunnels
Employees 5,512,264 5,580,063 (67,799)
Premises 2,211,075 2,378,380 (167,305)
Transport 129,692 81,340 48,352
Supplies & Services 1,173,280 1,101,613 71,666
Third Party Payments 8,251 101,872 (93,620)
Other Costs 7,480,000 4,818,564 2,661,436
Income 0 (108,685) 108,685
Total Mersey Tunnels 16,514,561 13,953,147 2,561,414

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £

OUTTURN £
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#REF!
Appendix Two

Capital - Bus Services
Bus Stop Upgrades 0 (5,148) 5,148
General Bus Stops 0 (15,197) 15,197
Bus Priorities 39,147 43,503 (4,356)
Black Bull 38,000 35,676 2,324
City Centre Duke Street and others 6,143 852 5,291
RTPI @ Bus Stations 55,734 5,610 50,124
Bus/Rail Interchange 10,243 1,552 8,691
ITS Route A57 0 10,817 (10,817)
Bus Scheduling Software 150,000 0 150,000
Old Roan Interchange 4,000 1,983 2,017
West Derby Road Shelter Upgrade 89,505 0 89,505
Northway Bus Stop Improvements 100,000 0 100,000
QR Codes 50,000 0 50,000
2021-2022 Bus stop Upgrades 131,353 127,842 3,511
2021-2022 General Bus Stops 23,647 11,597 12,050
2021-2022 Bus Priorities 150,000 35,116 114,884
2021-2022 Bus Stop Accessibility Improvements 444,000 106,647 337,353
2021-2022 Bus/Rail Interchange 81,000 38,486 42,514
T/P Fund 2021-2022 Green Bus Routes Study 120,000 0 120,000
T/P Fund 2021-2022 Green Bus routes Study Watermans 746,000 743,803 2,197
2021-2022 RTI Management Performance Analytics 150,000 0 150,000
2021-2022 Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles 20,000 14,638 5,362
2021-2022 Hydrogen Bus 7,650,000 158,921 7,491,079
2021-2022 Arrow Park Improvements 10,495 15,139 (4,644)
Total Capital - Bus Services 10,069,267 1,331,837 8,737,430

Capital - Smart Ticketing
Smart Ticketing Phase 2 834,114 44,944 789,170
Metrosmart Phase 3 219,640 27,390 192,250
Mobile App Solution 186,450 186,450 0
Account Based Ticketing 646 646 0
Total Capital - Smart Ticketing 1,240,850 259,430 981,420

Capital - Ferries
Pontoons & Bridges remedial works 0 18,478 (18,478)
Naval Architect 175,000 43,359 131,641
Seacombe Pontoon and Bridges 0 (771) 771
Seacombe Landing Stage Dry Dock 6,757,386 6,396,860 360,526
Marine Architect 50,000 10,385 39,615
Smart Transport Ticketing 0 12,409 (12,409)
Specialist Marine Engineer 200,000 199,013 987
Terminals Interface Works 31,000 31,000 0
Eureka Supporting Works 134,815 134,815 (0)
Seacombe Terminal Building Remedial work 290,000 245,680 44,320
Seacombe Suspended Decks Rapairs 0 8,875 (8,875)
Stages Pontoons Inspections & Remedials 100,000 97,165 2,835
Seacombe Terminal Building System Works 31,377 0 31,377
CCTV Refresh 90,422 72,256 18,166
Staff Toilets and Locker Room Upgrade CRSTS 0 4,381 (4,381)
Woodside Development LUF 350,000 74,444 275,556
Total Capital - Ferries 8,210,000 7,348,349 861,651

Capital - Customer Delivery
Queens Square Facility Building 0 (10,499) 10,499
CCTV Refresh 170,000 196,297 (26,297)
Total Capital - Customer Delivery 170,000 185,798 (15,798)

Merseytravel Capital Outturn 2021/22

Outturn £ Variance £ Budget £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £
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Merseytravel Capital Outturn 2021/22

Capital - Corporate Strategy
ITB Transport Development 219,106 36,849 182,257
ITB Major Scheme Management 34,416 15,584 18,832
ITB Congestion 658,460 21,026 637,434
Strategic Priorities 330,861 22,099 308,762
UTC Traffic Signals 46,994 0 46,994
LCR Cycle Network Phase 2 58,208 15,000 43,208
Emergency Active Relief Fund 1,131 43,319 (42,188)
LCR LCWIP Phase 3 (Transport Pipeline) 342,000 49,444 292,556
Total Capital - Corporate Strategy 1,691,177 203,322 1,487,855

Capital - IT
Laptop Replacement 44,000 40,778 3,222
Agresso 0 (1) 1
HR System 16,804 7,119 9,685
Data Storage Refresh 47,901 46,796 1,105
Cisco UCS M3/M4 Blade Refresh 100,000 98,961 1,039
Scada Firewall Refresh 38,500 38,623 (123)
Rail Reimbursement System 42,000 42,085 (85)
Legal Case Management System 20,000 21,000 (1,000)
Infrastructure Refresh & Development 90,000 55,204 34,796
Sharepoint Migration Tool 0 0 0
Performance Management System 100,000 0 100,000
Web URL Filtering 8,000 7,875 125
Sostenuto Cloud 6,000 6,000 0
Sip Trunks 20,000 0 20,000
Tolls Xenteo Replacements 70,000 0 70,000
PCI Compliance 17,000 15,959 1,041
Data Centre Improvements 18,000 14,554 3,446
Backup Infrastructure Tech Refresh 125,000 23,832 101,168
Cortex KWM Replacement 125,000 114,230 10,770
Triple Play Replacement 17,500 17,300 200
New Ways of Working 245,000 87,763 157,237
Total Capital - IT 1,150,705 638,077 512,628

Capital - Head Office
Mann Island 93,000 0 93,000
Mann Island CCTV 44,000 40,374 3,626
Total Capital - Head Office 137,000 40,374 96,626

Capital - Rail Services
LSP Renewals 650,000 0 650,000
Newton Le Willows 0 (770,830) 770,830
Rail Studies 170,314 64,223 106,092
Liverpool Central Development 1,218,093 843,224 374,868
Station Validators 0 14,429 (14,429)
Bromborough Station P & R 0 0 0
Lea Green Park & Ride 6,197 (9,243) 15,439
Prescot Station 335,627 389,808 (54,181)
Access For All 0 0 0
Headbolt Lane Gateway 20,586,718 19,556,696 1,030,022
St James Station Gateway 3,660,900 564,563 3,096,337
NPR / HS2 Station Commission 500,000 0 500,000
LSP Platform Extension 200,000 0 200,000
Sandhills Capacity Enhancement 412,632 269,797 142,835
Station Totems 100,000 0 100,000
Kirby Car Park & Ride 150,000 491 149,509
Lea Green Park & Ride 2,500,000 1,119,402 1,380,598
Broadgreen Access for All 2,128,262 160,972 1,967,290
Hunts Cross Access for All 2,365,317 2,478,321 (113,004)
St Michaels Access for All 2,359,023 1,503,176 855,847
Hillside Access for All 2,300,176 2,176,510 123,666
Birkenhead Park Access for All 2,250,176 1,745,145 505,031
Inaccessible Stations Programme (Transport Pipeline) 350,000 195,388 154,612
Station Assessment Programme (Transport Pipeline) 100,000 0 100,000
Freight Connectivity Study (Transport Pipeline) 120,000 0 120,000
Total Capital - Rail Services 42,463,435 30,302,071 12,161,364

Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £
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Merseytravel Capital Outturn 2021/22

Capital - Corporate Services
Agresso 20,000 4,060 15,940
Total Capital - Corporate Services 20,000 4,060 15,940

Capital - Tunnels
New Toll System Outline Design and Build 700,000 647,543 52,457
GDB Electrical switchgear 0 (688) 688
Vehicle Replacement 250,000 218,698 31,302
CCTV 128,000 140,378 (12,378)
Kingsway Replace Sump Pump Drainage Pipework System 776,114 95,491 680,623
Vent Station Interior Refurbishment Programme 190,000 82,498 107,502
Queensway Carriageway Soffit Works 15,000 12,300 2,700
Queensway Jet Fans 467,546 467,546 (0)
Prom Vent Transformers and HV Switch Renewals 888,000 882,873 5,127
Queensway Electrical Interventions 0 (1,501) 1,501
Kingsway Vauxhall Road Eldonian  Regeneration 581,000 414,102 166,898
PA System in Qway & Kway 270,365 270,365 (0)
Kingsway refurb Tunnel Entrances 548,521 548,521 0
Queensway Cross Gulley Drainage 0 (463) 463
Waterproofing Works GDB 0 754 (754)
Decant Wallasey Elevated Control Building 345,000 260,243 84,757
QW Main Tunnel Lighting Development 0 (8,360) 8,360
T/P Fund KW Elevate Con Build & Toll Redesign LUF 145,522 145,522 (0)
TCF QW Tunnel Demolition of Flyover and Redesign of Plaza Area 447,480 185,800 261,681
Replace Vehicles (Evs) including Charging Infrastructure 75,000 75,819 (819)
Workshop Machinery Replacement 50,000 43,552 6,448
FKI Drives GDB & NJS 100,000 97,841 2,159
Taylor Street & New Quay Repairs 100,000 96,571 3,429
Chester St & Albion St Roof Replacements 78,000 76,297 1,703
Upgrade of mobile radio service (Digipool in tunnel) 50,000 47,587 2,413
Vent Building Remedials 0 0 0
Vehicle Restraint KW 50,000 51,372 (1,372)
QW Main Tunnel Lighting Replacement LUF 110,282 110,282 0
Improved Customer Information KW Approach LUF 108,887 84,998 23,889
Reinstating the Liverpool Obelisk LUF 110,318 110,318 (0)
T/P Fund Programme Management LUF 49,991 31,191 18,800
Smart Store 50,000 18,360 31,640
Overbridge Fencing 120,000 77,413 42,587
Kingsway Asbestos removal 150,000 123,238 26,762
Kingsway Fire suppression system 85,000 80,214 4,786
Total Capital - Tunnels 7,040,026 5,486,675 1,553,351

Capital - Rolling Stock
Rolling Stock MSA 53,393,981 55,452,022 (2,058,042)
Rolling Stock Depot 1,483,812 693,332 790,481
Rolling Stock Power 6,664,051 13,747,461 (7,083,410)
Rolling Stock Infrastructure Platforms 0 (254,933) 254,933
Rolling Stock Infrastructure Train Length 26,396,641 10,555,153 15,841,488
Rolling Stock – IPEMU 2,163,225 1,526,270 636,955
Rolling Stock Connectivity 4,057,134 2,197,050 1,860,084
Total Capital - Rolling Stock 94,158,844 83,916,355 10,242,489

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £

 Budget £ Outturn £ Variance £
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       Appendix Three

Original 
2022/23 
Budget

Revised 
2022/23 
Budget

Variance

SCHEME £'000 £'000 £'000

Rail
Headbolt Lane 48,975 50,005 1,030
Lea Green 7,358 8,739 1,381
St James 2,461 3,461 1,000
Access for All 5,870 9,147 3,277
Liverpool Central Scheme Development 0 479 479
LSP Maintenance 0 150 150
Stanley Dock/ Sandhills 0 266 266
Stations Assessment 0 35 35
Step Free Stations 0 355 355

64,664 72,637 7,973
Rolling Stock
Manufacture and supply units 30,095 40,338 10,243
Depot Costs 532 532 0
Power Infrastructure 4,066 4,066 0
Train Lengthening 20,937 20,937 0
Train Connectivity 2,001 2,121 120

57,631 67,994 10,363

MERSEYTRAVEL REVISED CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2022/23
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Tunnels
Kingsway Fan Grill Repair 450 450 0
Vauxhall Drainage Concrete Repairs and Waste Land Clearance 100 200 100
Kingsway Concrete and Painting Repairs 100 100 0
Chester St & Albion St Roof Replacements 100 100 0
Vent Building Remedials 200 250 50
Queensway Tunnel Concrete Repairs 400 400 0
Kingsway Wallasey Embankments Stabilisation 300 300 0
Environmental Monitoring 20 20 0
Kingsway Safety Enhancements 300 300 0
Mainsaver Upgrade 30 30 0
Kingsway Pipework 3,000 3,000 0
Kingsway fire suppression replacement 85 85 0
Implement Mersey Tunnels Minimum Operating Requirements 20 20 0
Kingsway Ventilation Enhancements 100 100 0
Queensway Fire Suppression Replacement 80 80 0
Tunnels – HVAC Replacements/Upgrades 350 350 0
Queensway Switchgear Replacement 585 585 0
Upgrade of Mobile Radio Service 50 50 0
In-Tunnel communications 120 120 0
Police Vehicles 200 200 0
Vehicle Restraint Kingsway 250 250 0
SCADA development 200 200 0
Queensway – Install Environmental Monitoring Equipment 75 75 0
Building Decarbonisation Bid 336 336 0
Queensway Tunnel Demolition of Flyover and Redesign of Plaza Area 7,793 7,793 0
Kingsway Sump Pump Pipework 0 681 681
Wallasey Elevated Control Building 0 85 85
Levelling Up Bid Works 0 44 44
Smart Store 0 32 32
Tunnels Modernisation 0 1,111 1,111

15,244 17,347 2,103

IT
Cloud Onboarding 100 100 0
PCI & Cyber Assurance 30 30 0
Performance Management System 80 80 0
SIP Trunks 20 20 0
Tech Refresh - Backup Infrastructure 50 50 0
Tech Refresh - Tolls Xenteo Replacement 70 70 0
Tech Refresh - Laptops 20 20 0
Tech Refresh - Mobiles 10 10 0
Tech Refresh - Servers Required 20 20 0
New Ways of Working 0 93 93
CCTV Infrastructure Upgrade 0 12 12
Cortex Upgrades 0 9 9

400 514 114
Transport Capital Expenditure
To be Allocated 2,500 2,500 0

2,500 2,500 0
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Bus
Hydrogen Bus 0 7,491 7,491
Bus Stop Priorities 0 172 172
Bus Stop Accessibility Improvements 0 625 625
Replacement ETM's/ £G Upgrades 0 0
General Bus Stops 0 427 427

0 8,715 8,715
Ferries
Woodside Development 0 276 276
Seacombe Terminal Remedial Works 0 33 33
Secombe Landing Stage Dry Dock 0 1 1
Ferries Procurement Support 0 64 64
Seacombe Ferry Terminal Clock Tower Lighting 0 58 58
Colonnade Painting & Cleaning 0 70 70
Seacombe Anchor Chain Replacement 0 1,070 1,070
Woodside Electrical Infrastructure Upgrades 0 300 300
Customer Toilets Upgrade 0 63 63
Staff Toilets & Locker Room Upgrade 0 51 51
Water Harvest System Refresh 0 33 33

0 2,019 2,019
Policy, LTP, KRN
LCWIP Phase 2 0 43 43
LCWIP Phase 3 0 260 260

0 303 303
Smart Ticketing
Ticketing Portal Phase 3 0 242 242

0 242 242
Hubs
Liverpool One Concrete Repairs 0 310 310
Bootle Bus Terminal Repairs 0 385 385
Huyton Bus Station 0 505 505

0 1,200 1,200

TOTAL MERSEYTRAVEL CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2022/23 140,439 173,471 33,032
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Report Title 

 
Developing the next Local Transport Plan – 
Update and Next Steps 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 

Portfolio Holder for Transport and Air Quality 

Summary of decision being sought  To note the latest position in relation to the 
development of the Local Transport Plan 4 
 

Is this report exempt? No 
 
 

Is this a Key Decision 
 

No   
 

Is the report urgent 
 

No  
 

Is this decision to be exempt from 
call in 
 

Not applicable  

Local Authorities affected  
 

All 

 
Impact and implications of this report 
 

 

Financial impact 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.1 

Delegation (s) sought  
 

The report is for noting  

Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 
Tick/x as appropriate  

A Fairer City Region  √  

A Stronger City Region  √   

A Cleaner City Region  √   

A Connected City Region  √   

A Vibrant City Region 
 

√   

Climate Change Implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.3 

Equality and Diversity implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.4 

Social Value implications  
 

No 
 

Human Resources implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.5 

Physical Assets implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.6 

Information Technology implications Yes, see paragraph 5.7 
 

Legal implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.8 

Risk and Mitigation Yes, see paragraph 5.9 
 

Privacy implications 
 

No  
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Communication and consultation 
implications 
 

Yes, see paragraph 5.10. 

Contact Officer(s) Huw Jenkins, Lead Officer - Transport Policy   
Huw.jenkins@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk 
Mobile: 0754 067 3288 
 

Appendices Yes 

 Appendix One – Recap on the Local 
Transport Plan (LTP) regime in brief 

 Appendix Two - Recap on draft Vision and 
Goals identified 

 Appendix Three - Outline of four future travel 
scenarios to inform testing of new LTP 

 Appendix Four - Example of scenarios used 
and modelled in draft DfT aviation strategy 

 
Background Documents No 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 

LCR Transport Committee 
 

7 July 2022 
 

Report of the Director of Policy, Strategy and Government Relations 
 

DEVELOPING THE NEXT LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN –  
UPDATE AND NEXT STEPS 

 
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
 
1.1. This report provides an update to Transport Committee members on the process of 

developing the next statutory Local Transport Plan (LTP) for the Liverpool City Region.   
 
1.2. The report provides an update on the development of a Vision and Goals Document 

and the associated public engagement, together with the next steps in the LTP’s 
development. 

 
1.3 Finally, the report also provides a brief update on the intention by the Department for 

Transport to escalate the status of LTPs and place them at the heart of local decision- 
making processes. 

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Transport Committee: 
 

 
(a) note the progress with the development of the fourth Local Transport Plan, 

including the stakeholder engagement and statutory assessments that are 
underway; 

 
(b) endorse the approach to the development of future transport scenarios as a logical 

way to consider uncertainty and risk in the development of the plan; and 
 
(c) note that new guidance is anticipated from the Department for Transport in respect 

of the form and content of Local Transport Plans, and that members will be updated 
on the implications arising for this. 

 
 
3. BACKGROUND    
 
3.1. For the benefit of new members of the Transport Committee, it is useful to recap on 

what LTPs are, why they are important and why it is timely to develop a new plan for 
the city region, looking to 2040.  Appendix One provides a summary from earlier 
Transport Committee reports and briefings to provide this context. 

 
3.2. A structured process has been set out to inform the development of the new LTP for the 

LCR.  It is important to of begin consideration of the new Plan with a clear review of the 
problems and challenges faced locally.  This then provides clarity on the wider context 
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in which transport sits and on the outcomes that transport needs to support, and in turn, 
the interventions needed.  

 
3.3. Against this backdrop it is also important to highlight that new, draft guidance is 

anticipated shortly from the Department for Transport on the role, form and content of 
LTPs.  The status of LTPs has diminished locally and nationally in recent years, and 
many English transport authorities lack an up-to-date plan.  A Department for Transport 
Bulletin published recently highlighted the need for transport authorities to refresh their 
plans, and the need for LTPs to address transport decarbonisation:  

 
“…In the department’s Transport Decarbonisation Plan (2021) we committed to driving 
decarbonisation at a local level by requiring LTAs to make quantifiable carbon 
reductions (QCRs) a fundamental part of local transport planning. LTPs will need to set 
out how local areas will deliver ambitious QCRs in transport. We will publish technical 
guidance on QCRs alongside the new LTP guidance….” 

 
Local Transport Plan Guidance Bulletin 1 – 13 May 2022 

 
3.4. A LTA is a local transport authority. 

 
3.5. The new guidance may require nuanced changes to be made to the original process 

set out below, but overall, it is believed that the approach that has been scoped to date 
is robust and will largely if not entirely satisfy DfT’s requirements.  At the time of writing 
this report, formal guidance is still awaited, and members will be updated verbally on 
any changes in this respect and on any immediate implications.   

 
3.6. To this end, the approach that has been endorsed to date is reproduced below and the 

red balloon highlights the stage reached to date: 
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3.4 As a result, Stage 1 in the above process is how nearing conclusion; this has entailed 
the development of a “Vision and Goals” document to set out the high level challenges 
and ambitions expected of the transport network.   

 
3.5 Following an update to, and discussion by the Transport Committee in March 2022

1
, 

public engagement on the Vision and Goals document commenced, on the 9 May 2022.   
This engagement seeks to gauge public feedback on the primary message of the Vision. 
Through a series of in-depth interviews, extending across a diverse range of groups and 
interests, including young and primary age school children as requested by members of 
the Transport Committee, it will drill down into what a “a clean, safe, resilient, accessible 
and inclusive London-standard transport system” means to the public.  This is to allow us 
to be clearer about how the transport network needs to adapt to deliver this vision.   

 
3.6 In addition to the targeted consultation, the Vision and Goals document is available to 

view via the weblink below, and comments can be returned by email.  This consultation 
will close at the end of July: 

 
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/ltp-4-consultation/  
 

                                            
1
 https://moderngov.merseytravel.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=362&MId=7095&Ver=4  
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3.7 At the time of writing, some 100 responses have been received at the 
Transport.Policy@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk mailbox.  Members of the Transport 
Committee are encouraged to communicate the opportunity to comment and provide 
input to constituents and stakeholders. 

 
3.8 A series of integrated assessments are also now in the process of being commissioned, 

including a Health Impact Assessment, Environmental Impact Assessment and an 
Equality Impact Assessment.  These assessments will seek to test the implications of the 
draft goals, and in time, the policies and priorities, and to address any mitigation that may 
be needed. These assessments will be commissioned externally to provide rigour and 
impartiality.   

 
 

4. NEXT STEPS 
 

4.1. With a draft vision and goals in place and with the public consultation providing insight, 
challenge and validation, the process is now moving to Stage 2.  This entails testing the 
impact of policies and interventions in terms of their role in supporting the vision and 
goals drafted to date.  This will inform a preferred strategy for the LTP, and in turn, a 
series of policies and an implementation plan.   

 
4.2 Stage 2 has begun with the identification of future transport scenarios, building on a 

robust process initiated by Transport for the North (TfN)
2
.  This approach acknowledges 

that uncertainty around the future is high (e.g. the long term impacts of COVID-19, the 
impacts of Brexit on labour and supply chains, and the rising cost of living and cost of 
fuel).   

 
4.3 In the development of previous LTPs, a single, preferred economic forecast has typically 

been used to set out the basis of future travel demand, and thus the expectations placed 
on transport providers (e.g. where housing and employment growth was expected to 
take place and where transport would need to be provided or improved in response).  In 
light of these uncertain futures, and critically, based on updated guidance from DfT 
guidance, a range of scenarios around the future will now be used as a base case for the 
LTP.  Against these, the new LTPs’ strategy can also be tested. 

 
4.4 In line with the TfN approach, four scenarios have been identified, and Appendix Two 

sets out the assumptions in more detail, but in summary the scenarios are: 

 

Name of Scenario Narrative in summary 

Just About Managing A business as usual model where population and economic 
growth is weak.  Travel use remains car-based, public transport 
demand is weak and climate change effects start to be felt. 

Prioritised Places Economic growth is moderate and homeworking rates grow.  
People increasingly move to more rural and coastal areas and 
work/life balance is important.  Electric vehicle take up is 
relatively high and people adopt shared forms of travel. 

Digitally Distributed Green growth has boomed and electric vehicles and new forms 
of mobility are growing, making the movement of people and 
goods much more efficient.  More people work from home and 
live in cities and towns. 

Urban Zero Carbon The LCR is part of a thriving green economy and people choose 

                                            
2
 https://transportforthenorth.com/wp-

content/uploads/TfN_Future_Scenarios_Report_SUMMARY_FINAL_V2.pdf  
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to live in cities where public transport use is high as are levels of 
walking and cycling.  Technology makes it easy for people to 
mix and match how they travel, and transport is much more 
efficient.   

 
 
4.5 It is very important to stress that these scenarios are not in themselves preferred 

strategies or necessarily desirable outcomes.  Instead, they are narratives on what 
the future might look like and highlight potential risks and opportunities alike that the 
transport plan needs to be responsive to.  The scenarios have been influenced by a 
range of data sets, including Transport for the North’s and work commissioned by the 
Combined Authority in Autumn 2021 on a range of economic growth scenarios, but they 
are ultimately narratives on ranges of uncertainty and on possibilities.    

 
4.6 The importance of developing different scenarios lies in their ability to be tested in 

transport and carbon terms, using both the Liverpool City Region Strategic Transport 
Model and the LCR’s carbon modelling tool.  This will provide an understanding of what 
these varying scenarios might mean, both positively and negatively against the draft 
Vision and Goals identified to date. In turn, this will help inform and shape the LTP’s 
preferred strategy whilst also ensuring that schemes and interventions coming forward 
can also be considered and validated against a range of different futures.  For example 
- does a specific scheme or intervention still stack up in the event that homeworking 
rates increase further in future and that work patterns change as a result? 

 
4.7 As a relevant example of how this might be applied in a practical sense, the 

Government’s recent Jet Zero consultation document looks at four future scenarios 
relating to aviation and their likely impacts in supporting decarbonisation commitments 
by 2050 in set out in Appendix Four.  

 
4.8 This context is intended to be a precursor to a more detailed report on the associated 

forecasting and modelling work that is in process at the next meeting of the Transport 
Committee and on what these scenarios imply in a more practical sense. 

 
 
5. IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS  
 
5.1. Financial 
 
 There are no direct financial consequences arising from this report.  However, the LTP 

will be used to draw down and prioritise funding, so has direct and potentially, very 
significant financial implications. There is also likely to increasing weight associated 
with having an LTP in place, as a condition of securing new funds from Government. 
LTPs are also likely to act as a means of providing assurances that priorities such as 
decarbonisation are being implemented locally.  

 
5.2 Supporting the Corporate Plan  
 

 A Fairer City Region 
A Stronger City Region 
A Cleaner City Region 
A Connected City Region 
A Vibrant City Region 
 

5.3 Climate Change  
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 The Plan has been developed to address the need to reduce the impact of transport in  
 carbon and air quality terms. 

 
5.4 Equality and Diversity  
 

An Equality Impact Assessment will be undertaken as part of an external commission to 
undertake a wider Integrated Impact Assessment. This is now in the process of being 
procured. 

 
5.5 Human Resources  
 

The production of the LTP involves a series of linked stages and officers have 
calculated a timescale of 18 months from start to finish based on earlier LTPs locally 
and across other CA areas. Much of the work will be undertaken using existing internal 
resources, but there will be a need to draw in specialised input as required.  
 

5.6  Physical Assets 
 

No direct implications at this stage, but the LTP will include a delivery programme that 
either creates new or manages the maintenance and use of existing physical assets. 

 
5.7 Information Technology 
 

No direct implications. A landing page has been developed on the LCRCA’s website to 
provide updates and information on the LTP’s development - 
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/LTP-4-Consultation/  
 
 

5.8 Legal  
 

 The development of a Local Transport Plan is a statutory requirement under the 
 provisions of the Local Transport Act 2008. 
 

5.9 Risks and Mitigation  
 
5.9.1  The production of a new LTP is considered important to address significant risks that 

the City Region faces from transport and climate change, including atmospheric 
emissions, death and serious injury on the roads and less tangible risks to health, 
inclusion and economic potential.  

 
5.9.2  The development of a new LTP will seek to address the challenges facing the City 

Region and draw these into a costed and prioritised programme and series of priorities 
to inform future investment plans, bids and delivery programmes 

  
5.10 Communication and Consultation  
 

Both consultation and engagement are an important part of this initial stage, reflecting 
that significant change is needed in the way that transport is planned and used.  A very 
significant shift is needed towards walking, cycling and clean public transport, in order 
to meet binding commitments on decarbonisation, both at a city region and national 
level.  Positive messaging, support and reassurance will be vital to support this. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
6.1  A logical process is being followed in the development of the new LTP, starting with 

clarity on the wider context and the impacts and implications of transport, and a vision 
and series of goals have now been developed.  Consultation is underway as is work to 
commission an Integrated Assessment of the plan’s implications and any mitigation 
needed in terms of its equality and diversity, social value and environmental 
implications. 

 
6.2 The next stage of work entails modelling and testing four future transport scenarios as 

base cases, to help develop a Preferred Strategy.    
 
6.3 Against this is the backdrop of the growing importance of the LTP regime nationally, 

with the Department for Transport expected to publish new guidance on the form and 
content of LTPs shortly.  The implications of this will clearly be central to the next 
stages in developing the plan. 

 
 
 

Kirsty McLean 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR POLICY, 

STRATEGY AND GOVERNMENT 
RELATIONS 

 

Liam Robinson 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR TRANSPORT 

AND AIR QUALITY 

 
 

Appendices: 
 
Appendix One – Recap on the Local Transport Plan (LTP) regime in brief 
Appendix Two - Recap on draft Vision and Goals identified 
Appendix Three - Outline of four future travel scenarios to inform testing of new LTP 
Appendix Four - Example of scenarios used and modelled in draft DfT aviation strategy 
 
  
 
Background Documents:  
 
None 
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